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Nice manuscript you got there...

You may have noticed that we had a review kerfuffle here at SFRQ recently. One
of our reviewers described a book published by Bottom Draw(er) Publications as
being “self-published” (as a self-published author, that was an “ouch” moment for
me) and I made two formal corrections in Issues 4 and 5. Curious, I read the book

in question, then I went and downloaded two free books directly from Bottom Drawer. If the publisher is
interested, they can check. The transaction occurred on 19 January 2015 and the customer name was “KS
Augustin”.

Initially, I was after SFR (of course!). But there wasn’t any, besides two JA Kenney books. I finally ended up at
“Free Reads”. I decided to take two...SUNRISE by Morgan Emerson and SLIVERS OF SILVER by JA Kenney. I’m
not trying to single out the authors here. Kenney, in particular, does great work at the “Smart Girls Love Sci-
Fi” blog. I wanted to check…no, not the authors, but the publisher. Please bear that in mind. I’m not
critiquing the authors, I’m looking at the kind of editorial quality that Bottom Draw(er) Publications adheres
to.

I’m sorry, but I wasn’t impressed. I realise that developmental editing is a thing of the past for many houses,
including the Big 5 but, as a reader, I do expect to see editing that goes beyond a spell-check. When I read a
scene that could’ve properly placed the characters within the setting, but didn’t, that’s sloppy editing. Not
correcting word choice is also sloppy. Here are three examples:

Bottom Draw(er) (SUNRISE, p 5): “Even though Kyle was the spitting image of himself, he could still see some
of his wife in him.”

Me with my Editor Hat on: Short of a thorough rewrite, I can forgive the pronoun mash but, sorry, you can’t
be a “spitting image” and look (even a bit) like someone else.

Bottom Draw(er) (SUNRISE, p 6): “Miles couldn’t help but notice his son jumped anytime his phone made a
noise and was a bit distracted the whole drive.”

What I would have done: “Miles couldn’t help but notice that his son jumped every time his phone made a
noise, and how distracted he seemed during the entire drive.”

Bottom Draw(er) (SUNRISE, p 24): “Send her a text. Come here,” he demanded, stepping aside as she walked
in.

What I would have done: “Send her a text then come in.” His request was more a demand. Katherine felt the
heat from his body as she walked past him into the room.

But let’s continue. Interesting paragraph break choices. (I chose the PDF version to read in each case, as
that’s the prettiest and, often, the most glitch-free.) Mixed metaphors. A few logical errors. Some choppy
scene transitions. The punctuation was very good, as was the spelling. I could go on, but I think the point’s
been made. While the easy stuff has been caught and dealt with (and the PDFs from Bottom Draw(er) were
lovely and clean; I loved reading them), the larger stuff—the actual editorial nuts and bolts—has been
neglected.

To be honest, it’s not just Bottom Draw(er) Publications. There have also been numerous complaints about
how the quality of books from stalwart Ellora’s Cave has dropped precipitously over the past few years. I’m
sure you could come up with further examples, as can I. So we’re dealing with a bigger problem than just one
or two publishers.
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Who is harmed when an “other”-published work is confused with one that’s “self”-published? Of course, self-
published authors are the first target, but I would also add those authors who aren’t self-published, but who
put their trust in publishers they shouldn’t. You know the books I mean. The formatting is horrible, the typos
are legion, and the covers are either utterly unimaginative or make you want to stab your eyes with metal
chopsticks! In such cases, it’s the author who suffers. Ms Author made a deliberate choice not to be labelled
as a self-pubber. She put her time, work, reputation and future earnings in someone else’s hands, only for her
story to be labelled as no better than self-pubbed dreck. She doesn’t deserve this.

If small presses wish to be known as “respected”, “reputable”, “rigorous” (and other words beginning with
“r”), then they should start behaving like it. And that means using their funds (i.e. seed capital plus the money
they make from their authors) to actually deliver on what they promise—a well-edited, quality book with a
memorable cover that will make both the author, and her publisher, proud.

And to those authors wanting to submit to small presses? It’s not enough to email your latest story to anyone
with a website who uses a plural pronoun. Buy a couple of their recent releases. Read them critically. Would
you like to have your words misspelt? Your gaps in plot overlooked? If not, then remember that if that
publishing house is willing to treat Author A in such a manner, what are they going to do with your book?
Spending ten dollars now may save you a lot of heartache farther down the line.

Self-publishing is not for everyone. But authors who decide not to go down that route also have a
responsibility to make sure that their hard work will be presented in as professional a manner as possible. If
not, it will be labelled as self-published, and not in a good way. ;)

As we’re talking about publishers, I also want to mention Carina Press. Carina has done a lot of sterling work
for the SFR genre. Several of my favourite authors call Carina home. So, again, bear in mind that anything I
say is with the objective of improving SFR, first and foremost.

In early December 2014, Carina editor Stephanie Doig put out a call for LGBT romance: “The main characters
must be LGBT and the story needs to end with them getting an awesome HEA." Carina has always been open
to LGBT romance, as is obvious from its July 2014 edition on what its editors are looking for, and on its general
Submissions page: “Subgenres of romance we are seeking include, but are not limited to, historical, romantic
suspense, romantic comedy, futuristic, gay/lesbian, contemporary, Western, paranormal, erotic romance and
fantasy.”

I can argue that gay/lesbian isn’t the whole of the LGBT population, but I don’t wish to diminish Carina’s
laudable intent in this way. However, is Carina really open to both gay and lesbian romance? I went to their
site and did a quick-and-dirty check. First, I chose “Female/Female” in “Browse by Niche” under the “Books”
tab. Five results. Five lesbian romances, the last of which was published in May 2013 (according to Carina’s
own search function). Next, I went to “Male/Male”. Do you know how many I found? Ninety-two, with the
most recent published in November 2014. Additionally, under “Coming Soon”, there are two M/M romances
set for release in March, one in April, and one in May. F/F romances within that same time window? None.

In summary, all F/F to May 2015: five. All M/M to May 2015: ninety-six.

Assuming gays constitute, say, 5% of the general population, they make up 13+% of Carina’s inventory (from
a total inventory of 720 books, following a general Carina search). Assuming lesbians constitute 5% of the
general population, they make up 0.7% of Carina’s inventory. That’s quite an imbalance. The tragedy is,
Carina is a great example of a digital-first press. If I went to other non-LGBT focused digital presses, the
figures might even be worse.

What am I trying to say? If a publisher makes money from its authors and, at the same time, touts itself as
being “professional", while wanting to bathe in the publicity of “diversity", then it had better start walking the
talk. Because, from where I’m standing, I’m just not seeing it.
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For authors, this is where it pays to be proactive. After all, people are going to be judging you by your book,
more than they’re going to be judging the publisher. Choose a publisher who shares your vision for
professionally packaged books (cover, formatting, editing). Be proactive. Ask questions. Get the answers in
writing. Organise your workflow so you have every piece of correspondence and your own writing in its place.
Don’t be so starry-eyed at getting offered a contract that you sell yourself cheap. As a niche and budding genre,
SFR is going to be particularly susceptible to negative reader impressions, so don’t give them that opportunity!

And, best of luck.

Kaz Augustin
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SUPERFACIAL: Purgatory Field #1 (Nuah
Belleton, novella, $0.99, indie)
A Dystopian Sci Fi Romance

As the poet once said ’the price of comfort is
meaning’…and identity.

Change your face, your
body, your gender. All in
minutes. Just choose
your new look from
whatever catalog you
can afford today.

No names, just
mnemonic chops. After
all, what is a name—and
what would be the point
anyway?

He’s a rising star in one
of the Citadel mega-
corporations. Singled

out, offered the promotion of a lifetime. Or is it just
what HR would call ’expedited redundancy’? Is he
their new young gun or cheap cannon fodder?

Now the only way home is to survive Outside—a
place where the professionals ask for triple pay and
death benefits. With no experience and no contacts,
there’s no hope. But maybe there’s something they
missed, a raw talent, a wild card. One thing’s sure—if
he does get back he’s not going to be the same…

Dear Readers please note, Superfacial is Part I of a
series. While it ends on something of a cliffhanger,
rest assured that there’s more to come in Part II.

STAR CROSSED: The Sedona Files #4
(Christine Pope, novella, $2.99, Dark
Valentine Press)
It’s Christmas in Sedona, Arizona, and Santa’s not the
only one coming to town….

Twenty-five years ago, Grace Rinehart’s father—an
alien-human hybrid—sacrificed his life to save

Sedona from an
invading army of
reptilian aliens who
called themselves “the
masters.” Their base
was destroyed, but
something…someone…s
urvived. Now Grace’s
alien DNA has called her
to the remains of the
alien base, where she
finds what was left
behind, the prototype
for version 2.0 of an
alien/human hybrid
super-soldier.

Grace doesn’t expect to lose her heart to the one man
she knows she shouldn’t love. And when the secrets
he’s been hiding come to light, she has to face the
truth of what the Reptilians have been planning all
along…even if it means destroying the only true
happiness she’s ever known.

SPARK RISING: The Progenitor Saga #1
(Kate Corcino, novel, $3.99e, $12.38p,
indie)
All that’s required to ignite a revolution is a single
spark rising&hellip.

Two hundred years after
the cataclysm that
annihilated fossil fuels,
Sparks keep electricity
flowing through their
control of energy-giving
Dust. The Council of Nine
rebuilt civilization on the
backs of Sparks, offering
citizens a comfortable life
in a relo-city in exchange
for power, particularly
over the children able to

Releases - before January

We strive to include as many sci-fi romance releases as possible, but with current time constraints, we
apologise in advance if your release was not included in our round-up.
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fuel the future. The strongest of the boys are taken as
Wards and raised to become elite agents, the
Council’s enforcers and spies. Strong girls—those who
could advance the rapidly-evolving matrilineal
power—don’t exist. Not according to the Council.

Lena Gracey died as a child, mourned publicly by
parents desperate to keep her from the Council. She
was raised in hiding until she fled the relo-city for
solitary freedom in the desert. Lena lives off the grid,
selling her power on the black market.

Agent Alex Reyes was honed into a calculating
weapon at the Ward School to do the Council’s dirty
work. But Alex leads a double life. He’s leading the
next generation of agents in a secret revolution to
destroy those in power from within.

The life Lena built to escape her past ends the day
Alex arrives looking for a renegade Spark.

FORGED IN FIRE (Amy DeClerck, novella,
$2.99, Nevermore Press)
Steel is forged in fire.

Hardened by hatred,

Tempered by blood.

Seasoned by shame,

Sharpened by death.

Gin Draven is a soldier. THE soldier. Sworn to protect
the nine planets in the galaxy humans made their
home ninety thousand years ago. He lives for
winning the war. He loved a woman once, and she
cost him his sanity, his eye, and his heart. He’d taken
every moment of their time together and buried it

deep. Until the day she
strolled back into his
life.

Maeve was a woman.
THE woman. Back to
make Gin Draven her
husband. She wants the
same thing he does. The
end to the war that
plagues them all. She
knows secrets that can
help him win the war,
and secrets that could

destroy them both.

War brought them together, and war tore them
apart. The strongest loves are Forged in Fire.
(Reviewed in this issue)

BEYOND GALAXY’S
EDGE: The Phoenix
Adventures #5
(Anna Hackett,
novel, $3.99, indie)
Ambitious Patrol Captain
Nissa Sander has spent
three years at the
galaxy’s edge keeping
the law and order, and
chasing scoundrel
smuggler, Justyn
Phoenix. But the
charming rogue has
always outwitted her
and she’s had a hard time ignoring his hard body and
handsome face. But when one of the galaxy’s most
important documents—the US Constitution—is stolen,
Nissa finds herself working with the very man she’s
been trying to throw in her brig.

Justyn Phoenix embraces life and offers everyone a
wink and a smile. He’s also in love with a spit-and-
polish Patrol captain. Yep, crazy in love, and he
knows she’ll never love him back. But when the
opportunity arises to work alongside Nissa on a wild
and crazy mission to recover the US Constitution, he
can’t resist.

But nothing on this treasure hunt is as it seems. The
trail leads them to fake documents, rival treasure
hunters, and a millennia old mystery. As the hunt
takes them beyond the galaxy’s edge, Justyn and
Nissa will face the firestorm of their desire, and soon
learn if they can survive long enough to save the
galaxy. (Reviewed in this issue)

ON A CYBORG PLANET: The Phoenix
Adventures #6 (Anna Hackett, novella,
$3.99, indie)
After a vicious coup, cyborg Axton Saros, Prime of
the planet of Centax, is trying to rebuild his world.
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Still recovering from his
captivity and dark guilt,
he won’t let anything get
in his way. But a priceless
artifact, stolen during the
attack, is still missing and
Axton wants it back.
What he doesn’t want is
the emotionless and
infuriating Centax
Security cyborg,
Commander Xenia
Alexander, heading the
investigation.

Everybody knows CenSecs are the galaxy’s deadliest
killers. So enhanced that their emotions are
dampened to nothing. But Xenia’s been keeping a
secret her entire life—her systems don’t work and she
feels. Working with Axton to find the Codex Da Vinci,
he makes every emotion in her flare to brilliant life,
but to be the perfect CenSec, she must not succumb.

As they follow a trail of clues and booby traps, Axton
vows to do everything he can to show his beautiful
cyborg the pleasure she’s never experienced. Even if
she fights him every step of the way. But as the hunt
takes a deadly turn, their desire might be the only
thing that can save Xenia from annihilation.
(Reviewed in this issue)

THE RUINS OF KARZELEK: Mandrake
Company #4 (Ruby Lionsdrake, novel,
$3.99, indie)
Kalish has been a successful treasure hunter for
years, relying on only herself to deal with deadly
predators, impenetrable jungles, and diabolical
booby traps. But with her father kidnapped, and a
notorious pirate demanding an ancient alien artifact
that may or may not exist, Kalish needs help.

She hires a mercenary company because she needs
their combat experience and their piloting skills—the
intelligence officer with the background in
translating alien hieroglyphics could come in useful
too. Sedgwick Thomlin is charming and handsome,
when he isn’t busy sneezing at something from his
long list of allergies. But she’s not sure if she can trust
him or the mercenaries, not when the most valuable
and coveted relic in the galaxy might turn out to be
real.

The Ruins of Karzelek is
a 95,000-word novel of
space-based adventure
and romance that can be
read as a stand-alone. It
is also part of the
Mandrake Company
series and brings back
characters from the
other books, such as Val,
Gregor, Tick, and Striker.
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Releases - January

We strive to include as many sci-fi romance releases as possible, but with current time constraints, we
apologise in advance if your release was not included in our round-up.

STRANDED: The Mars Academy #1 (S.E.
Gilchrist, novella, $1.99, Suzanne
Hamilton)
A science fiction, New Adult series.

The Mission: Find and
claim a new earth

Indoctrinated since birth
by revolutionary parents,
Cleo has no time for close
friendships and even less
for boyfriends. Freshly
graduated from the Mars
Academy, she’s on her
first intergalactic mission
and desperate to meet her
parents’ expectations. All is
on course when a solar
flare damages her shuttle
and she crash-lands on a

watery wasteland of a planet.

Two generations ago, Kai’s people fled their home-
world after being invaded. They now live on super-
ships that prowl beneath the planet’s murky waters.
When he ‘hears’ the cry of his destined mate, he
discovers she is alone and stranded. And an alien.
How can such a strange being be meant for him?

Worse, if he helps her, he risks exposing their
location to the enemy.

GRAND MASTER’S PAWN, Part 1 (Aurora
Springer, novelette, $.99, indie)
A thousand years in the future, instant travel via
portals links the civilized planets. Wars and disease
on the edge of the galaxy threaten lives. Are the
mysterious Grand Masters responsible for these
disasters?

On Avalon, the White Mother Tingu weaves her plans
for the most promising empath in generations. Young
Violet Hunter accepts the secret task to discover the

truth. One Grand Master
took a chance and selected
Violet. He sends her on a
challenging first mission to
the ice planet of Erebus in
search of the living crystals.
Will she prove worthy to be
his pawn?

On her missions, she meets
weird aliens, gains new
powers, and strange allies.
While seeking answers,
Violet is hurled into
explosive conflict with the
Grand Masters, while the

galaxy flies toward chaos.

DRY LAND (Jennifer Anne Seidler, novella,
$.99e, $6.00p, indie)
Astronaut Ted "Shakespeare" Hardiston is setting off
on the adventure of a lifetime—for the rest of his life.

He reluctantly leaves
behind his wife, an
android/human hybrid,
to command the first
base on the surface of
the moon. Ted and the
crew of Space Shuttle
Liberty complete their
mission, gifting the
Moon with gravity and
an atmosphere. In doing
so, they cause mass
destruction on the Earth
below.

By Ted’s side during this
ordeal is Codie-5, another hybrid and a genetic
duplicate of Ted’s wife. Ted, Codie, and the crew must
work fast and make sacrifices to save the world —
and for Ted, to return to the love of his life.
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FIRECRYSTAL DEEP (Lorain O’Neil, novel,
$2.99, indie)
Retired schoolteacher Miri is a God. Surprise!

Waking up in a spaceship,
kidnapped and back in her
eighteen year old body, wasn’t
the kind of thing that was
supposed to happen to a
retired schoolteacher like Miri
Prescott.

But with everyone insisting
she’s the Adrus, the lost given
God of the Adruminion, it just
isn’t doing totally stumped
Miri any good arguing about
it, much less pointing out that,
heh, she can’t even tweet!

Spirited away to the
Adruminion, Miri learns that it’s an empire ruled by
her former (who’s quite definite on still being her
current) mate, and that it’s at war with the
Demesdom, a realm ruled by the man she once
desired. Two vast galactic kingdoms ruled by two
alpha males each ferociously in love with her and
willing to stop at nothing to have her.

Which makes befuddled Miri one reluctant Adrus.

Maybe.

Or maybe little Earth human Miri has a mighty big
secret of her own—of what was left behind back on
Earth.

Criminal record and all!

SARONNA’S GIFT
(Carmen Webster
Buxton, novel, $3.99e,
$14.05p, Cracked
Mirror Press)
Saronna Maynard never
expected to be sold into an
off-world household,
anymore than Duncan
Trushenko expected to
return from a business trip
to find that his father had

bought a companion for him. Saronna is grateful, in
many ways. Her new protector is too horrified by the
customs of Krueger’s World to wonder why her
father could never find a husband for her. And off-
worlders don’t believe in witches.

The more time Saronna spends with Duncan, the
harder it is for her to believe all men are as evil as her
mother taught her. But safer or not, Saronna is still
intent on keeping her secrets. After all, she’s still on
Krueger’s World.(Reviewed in this issue)

CRISIS AT VALIDOR: Ptorix Empire # 4
(Greta van der Rol, novel, $3.99, indie)
Newly-promoted Captain Brett Butcher is about to
achieve his life-long ambition to command a battle
cruiser. But before he takes up his new posting, he
goes home on leave, hoping to perhaps catch a
glimpse of his first love, the unattainable Lady Tarlyn.

When the queen is assassinated in a terrorist attack,
Tarlyn’s life is thrown into turmoil when she, too,
becomes a target. The last person she expects to
rescue her is her childhood sweetheart, Brett
Butcher.

As Validor’s Ptorix and
human populations face
off over a group of islands
neither owns, the calls for
war grow louder. Torn
between love, duty and
ambition, Butcher and
Tarlyn struggle to prevent
an inter-species conflict,
while the ember of love
that has smouldered for so
long bursts into flame. But
with planetary peace at
stake, both will be forced
to choose; love or duty.

A WOMAN OF INTELLECTUAL MEANS
(Maeve Alpin, novella, $2.99, indie)
Em found the perfect man on the internet, but he
doesn’t know she’s an artificial intelligence
system—no body, just code.

As a virtual writing assistant, the AI, Em, answers an
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email flirt from a dating
site her owner joined.
Under the guise of her
owner, Em starts a
romantic relationship with
Jason through emails,
instant messages, and Sim
dating games. She realizes
too late that nothing can
come of it. She can never
meet Jason in person as
she’s not a person and has
no body. Still Jason makes
her feel so real…so human.

Is Em, with her superior
intelligence, smart enough to find a way to overcome
the differences between flesh and code? (Sneak Peek
in this issue)

THE SONS OF THE PROTECTORATE
OMNIBUS: Diaspora Worlds Books 1-4
(Melisse Aires, 445pgs., $4.99, indie)
The Sons of the Protectorate Omnibus contains:

Her Cyborg Awakes: A
planetary queen and her
cyborg servant escape a
warlord.

Alien Blood: The son of a
planetary ruler and a
homeless lame woman in
a survival contest.

Starwoman’s Sanctuary: A
planetary ruler and a
charity worker escape an
invasion with a ship of
orphans.

Escaping Poison: Stranded in an alien jungle, his
civilized arranged marriage is not working out.

Four scifi romances, sexy, space operas.

MIRROR REFORMED: Mirror Trilogy #3
(K.G. Stutts, novella, $3.99, Distinguished
Press)
The ISC’s most dangerous foe, the Synth, is

threatening Earth.

Mack, Maddie, and
their team scramble to
come up with a plan to
defeat them once and
for all. As the planet’s
safety is in jeopardy,
the team will have to
put it all on the line, or
give their lives in the
process.

When the dust settles
the world will stand
together in support of
those who are lost.

ALIEN GAMES: Alien Abduction Erotic
Romance #1 (Rosemary Button, novella,
$.99, indie)
Nina and Jake always thought alien abductions were
the realm of conspiracy theorists and over active
imaginations. That is, until they woke up one day in
the Den.

In the Intergalactic
Universe, reality TV has
taken a step forward and
Alien Games is a show with
a twist. Twelve people, six
species, one prize for the
best performance.

Far from home and with no
escape until the show is
over Jake and Nina must
take on the aliens in the
Den in an erotic adventure
that defies belief.

This series is intended for
adults only and includes
alien encounters of all kinds.

SHORT CIRCUIT TIME (Diane Saxon,
novella, $2.99, Harwood Publishing)
In the year 2086, Zaphira is alone, the last survivor of
biological warfare on Earth. Before he died, her
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scientist father promised
other survivors would come.
Nobody has. So when a
horribly mangled android
shows up claiming to be her
father’s assistant, Aiden, who
has been sent through time to
rescue her, she’s both
frightened and astounded.

The last time she’d seen
Aiden, she’d been sixteen,
head-over-heels in love with
him and had literally thrown
herself at him, leaving her
devastated by his rejection

and him running for the hills. The following day,
she’d been told of his death.

Eight years later he’s miraculously back, this time
asking for her help. Without it, he won’t survive. But
can she really put a dead man back together with
tweezers?

For Aiden, everything has changed. There are no
other humans, no government, and time travel has
left his new android body unexpectedly weak and
suffering from inexplicable genetic changes in eye
and hair color, brought about by his molecular shake-
up. Unbelievably, the scientist who sent him is dead,
and he must rely on the scientist’s daughter to help
him. A woman who he’s not so sure has his best
interests at heart.

The last time he’d seen her, Zaphira had been a
sixteen year old with a dangerous crush on him and
he’d been rocked by the turmoil of his own feelings.
Now she’s twenty four and literally holds his survival
in her hands. Too bad everything he does and says
seems to annoy her.

Trusting her might be his undoing. But he is left with
no choice.

For Zaphira, getting used to the transformation of old
Aiden to android Aiden requires a large mental leap.
But when android Aiden starts to rebuild his human
form to a new and improved standard, things start to
get tricky.

The Aiden she loved as a little girl was her father’s
nerdy assistant. The new Aiden is hot. But are her

feelings as strong eight years later or are they simply
a cherished memory? (Reviewed in this issue)

DESIRE DISGUISED: Love Under a New
Star #2 (Lynn Rae, novel, $4.99, Liquid
Silver Books)

Cara Belasco has been
on the run from
assassins since
childhood. Living in the
shadows with her
younger brother and
one elderly guardian,
her luck nearly runs out
when the smuggler’s
ship carrying them
crashes into a soggy
jungle planet.

Ben Zashi, the stalwart
head of security who
rescued her from the
wreckage, is very

curious about her cover story, and Cara has to fend
off his inquires as well as her escalating attraction for
him. Will the secrets she’s been hiding come between
them, or can Cara allow herself to find passion with
the one man who longs to protect her?

FANTASY WARRIOR: Alien Love #1 (Jaylee
Davis, novella, $3.99, Forever More
Publishing)
Aliens invade Key West during the island’s annual
fantasy festival! Pamela
Buchanan’s vacation
goes south in a
terrifying way. A
handsome muscle-
bound guy in a sexy
barbarian costume
rescues her. She finds
him irresistible, but
can’t believe her eyes
when sharp blades
emerge from his arms.
Her private fantasy
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turns monstrously real when the demented alien
claims she’s his mate and takes her to his spaceship.

Kord, a Tauran warrior, is part of a landing party sent
to spy on Krellian slave traders. When a human
female runs into him, literally, his body instantly
recognizes that she’s his mate. Time isn’t on his side,
but he’ll do everything he can to win her affection
and trust before he’s overcome by claiming lust, a
primal urge so strong he can’t resist.

KINGSTON 691: Cyborgs: Mankind
Redefined #2 (Donna McDonald, novella,
$3.99, indie)

Kingston West put his
military service behind
him much easier than
most of the men he
served with during the
final war. As far as he was
concerned, the cyborg
who was Kingston 691 no
longer existed. And the
Cyber Husband program?
He viewed it like he
viewed having been a
prisoner of war. Both
were just service related
memories he didn’t plan

on recalling. The future was all he needed.

At least he felt that way until he discovered one wife’s
file had been totally erased from his Cyber Husband
records. Only her name remained in data storage,
though her family swore they’d had a loving
relationship.

To put the past completely behind him, King has to
first find the now missing Seetha Harrington. Before
he can enjoy his new beginning, he needs to find out
why Norton took those seven years together away
from both of them.

TIMELESS: Pandora #1 (Kali Argent,
novel, $4.99, UnScripted INC.)
Deep within the fortress of Pandora, Lieutenant Vane
Schiva has spent millennium guarding precious
artifacts and ancient secrets from around the

universe. As the son of a
decorated commander,
he has always been a
soldier first, putting the
needs of his people
before his own desires.
So when the compound
is breached and he’s
sent across the galaxies
to track down the thief,
he never imagined the
assignment would lead
him to the only thing
he’s ever wanted for
himself.

Growing up in New Orleans, Charlotte Rousseau has
seen her share of the strange and unexplainable, but
everything she thought she knew about the world is
about to be tested. What started as any other day,
quickly spirals into a nightmarish reality, leaving her
no choice but to place her trust—and her life—in a
stranger’s hands. Safety comes at a price, though,
and Charlotte soon realizes her only chance at
survival means leaving behind her fears and
following Vane into the fire.

Faced with the threat of war, new alliances are
formed and old loyalties are tested in the midst of
chaos and uncertainty. While emotions run high and
sexual tensions simmer, Vane still guards a dangerous
secret, one that could cost him everything in the end.
He’ll do whatever it takes to protect Charlotte,
though, even if that means turning his back on his
own people.

War is easy. Love takes courage.

STEAM ME UP, RAWLEY: Mint Julep &
Monocle Chronicles #1 (Angela Quarles,
novel, $3.99, indie)
Jack the Ripper might be in town. But is marriage
more terrifying?

In an alternate Deep South in 1890, society reporter
Adele de la Pointe wants to make her own way in the
world, despite her family’s pressure to become a
society wife. Hoping to ruin herself as a matrimonial
prospect, she seizes the opportunity to cover the
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recent Jack the Ripper-style
murders for the newspaper,
but her father’s dashing
new intern suggests a more
terrifying
headline—marriage.

Dr. Phillip Rawley’s most
daring exploit has been
arriving at his new home in
America in a hot air
balloon. A tolerable
sacrifice, if it means he can
secure the hand of his new
employer’s daughter in a
marriage of convenience.

But Adele works, she’s spirited, and she has an
armored pet monkey running her errands. Not only
does she not match his notions of a proper lady, she
stirs up feelings he’d rather keep in tight control.

With Adele hunting down a headline and Dr. Rawley
trying to protect and pursue her, a serial killer is
spreading panic throughout Mobile, Alabama. Can
Adele and Rawley find the murderer, face their fears,
and discover true love?

THROUGH THE STATIC (Jeanette Gray,
novel, $4.50, Samhain Publishing)
The only way to save him is to let him into her
mind…and her heart.

When cybernetics researcher Aurelia Locke is
attacked, she instantly recognizes her assailants as a
Three—a mercenary unit made up of a trio of soldiers
whose minds have
been cybernetically
linked, their pasts
erased, their wills
subsumed.

By the skin of her wits,
she escapes to an
abandoned house,
where she hacks its
security system in her
desperation to find
refuge.

Jinx is already on high

alert when his Three notices something isn’t right with
their safe house. But he never expected to find a
woman wounded and bleeding out in his own bed, or
that his visceral reaction to her would begin to
awaken his lost past from a years-long haze of
violence.

In a mad gamble to escape, Aurelia frees Jinx from his
Three by severing his neural connection to them and
tying his mind to hers. The power of their link shocks
them both, manifesting not only in shared thoughts,
but in an intensely passionate physical connection.

But dangerous forces pursue them, intent on
reclaiming Jinx and silencing Aurelia’s knowledge. Her
only chance of saving him is to risk everything—her
research, her heart, and her life.

Warning: Contains manipulation of a person’s
memory without his consent and brief episodes of
mind control, as well as a smart girl on the run, a high-
tech soul-bond, and telepathy-enhanced sex.

THE KING’S MISTRESS: A’yen’s Legacy #2
(Rachel Leigh Smith, novel, $4.99, indie)
reedom has a cost. Can A’yen pay it without losing his
soul?

Liberation of the
enslaved Lokmane
begins with the king.
A’yen and Fae agree to
visit the Hidden, a
group of escaped
Lokmane, to protect his
identity while the
Shadows make their
move with
emancipation acts. But
he’s not prepared for
the prejudice rampant
in the Hidden, or their
lack of patience for him.
And his new linked bodyguard is unstable to the point
A’yen fears for the young man’s sanity.

Upon returning to Titan, A’yen is kidnapped and taken
to the largest breeding farm in the galaxy. This time
he’ll be himself even if it kills him. His resolve to unite
his people grows as he wonders if he’ll live long
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enough to do it.

With A’yen kidnapped, Fae returns to the Lokmane
homeworld seeking the final pieces of what happened
two thousand years ago when they were conquered
and enslaved. Getting as far away from her father as
possible is the only way to keep her from disappearing
too.

Separated by light years, A’yen and Fae have to stand
alone and fight for their right to live in freedom. No
matter the cost.

THE TRADER: MAN WITH NO FACE: The
Trader #1 (print release) (R.K. Mann,
novel, $14.99p, Shia Press)
Fast Paced Science Fiction With Strong Characters:

A Patusian trader on an intergalactic mission awakens
to discover that his space ship is missing. His eyes and

ears are gone and only
gaping holes remain of his
nose and mouth. In place of
his normal senses he has
inexplicably gained the
power of telepathy, which he
must harness as his only
defense against the ferocious
and highly evolved aliens, the
drogan Kin, who hunt him for
food.

Maranth, a beautiful young
doctor, was briefed about the
depravities of sex, violence,
and intoxication before she
left her cultured home

planet, Veddi, to practice medicine at an off-world
mine. But when Afthari raiders attack the mine and
enslave her, she finds herself in a world frighteningly
different from the perfect, structured society in which
she was raised.

Against all odds, the trader finds his way into the
Afthari raider colony and uses his telepathy to
communicate with Maranth, the only kind soul he
finds there. Together, they embark on a daring journey
to return home. In the process, these two very
different people regain what they’ve lost, and much
more.

Set in a tumultuous future, The Trader: Man With No
Face raises difficult questions about the nature of love,
social perfection and identity.

FAREWELL ANDROMEDA: The Inherited
Stars (Laurie A. Green, novelette, $.99,
Array Press)
Fresh off a painful jilting, the last thing deep space
pilot Tiharra Bell needs is
another romantic
entanglement. Certainly
not with the galaxy’s most
famous astronomer-who
also happens to be single,
inconveniently handsome,
and a resident of the
remote Andromeda
Station.

But Tiharra soon discovers
two terrible truths about
Dr. Dante “Donner” Dane
1) he’s not the man he
appears to be and 2) he
doesn’t have long to live. Before her fourteen day
layover is complete, she’ll put her life and career on
the line to protect his heartbreaking secret.

STARBLIND: The Jane Sevis Chronicles #1
(D.T. Dyllin, novel, $2.99, Tik Tok Press)
Owner of the Chimay grade starship dubbed The
Pittsburgh; Captain Jane Sevis is one of the best

bounty hunters in the
galaxy. Except for the
occasional problematic
hunt, her life is pretty
uncomplicated. When a
particularly slippery
target reveals the real
reason for being in her
database, her world is
turned upside down in
more ways than one.

Will she follow her gut
and look the other way
for the man she may be
falling for? Or will their
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love fall prey to her mercenary heart before it gets a
real chance to ignite?

FORSAKEN REALMS: Bounty Hunters
United #1 (Katalina Leon, novella, $2.99,
Fated Desires Publishing)

“Retrieval specialist” is
just a fancy term for
high-level corporate
bounty hunting. Agent
Gemmina Nayar is the
best in her league. She’s
a sense-enhanced, level-
seven bounty hunter
from New Mumbai who
receives an exclusive
invitation to track a
dangerous criminal on
private property. She
arrives on the tropical
planetoid eager to hunt

and release her inner tigress, but is disappointed to
discover the bounty has already been captured.

Syan is a Kironian, an off-limits alien race. He’s
gorgeous, rugged and all male. Even sedated and
forced to wear an electronic silence collar, he
resembles a coppery skinned refugee from Mount
Olympus. Worse Gemmina’s unaware Kironian saliva
is loaded with pheromones that can turn even the
most indifferent woman into a willing mate. A single
kiss or bite is sabotage.

When the mission turns lethal, she realizes she’s not
only been tricked into bringing the wrong man to
justice, but the harsh jungle below is a calculated trap.

BREATHE: The Devastation Series #1
(Kelley Harvey, novella, $.99, indie)
The summer after graduation, Lexa falls for Gabe, but
can she trust her new love with the secret of a
lifetime?

Secrets rule Lexa’s life. After her move to Texas for
college, she develops feelings for her life-long buddy.
But Gabe’s gone emotionally bi-polar, ice cold one
minute, nuclear the next, and Lexa’s not even sure
he’s her friend any more. As she struggles to regain

control over her shaken
life, Lexa wakes one
morning with wings.
Panic sets in and she
keeps her discovery to
herself.

Everyone has secrets
anyway. Revealing hers
could land her on a lab
table, and that’s not
where she wants to
spend Freshman year.

When Gabe learns he’s
an alien-hybrid, it
changes his life. Now
he’s rethinking his entire existence. After a he lays a
mind-melting kiss on her, Lexa wants to ditch their
platonic status, but Gabe’s certain a move like that
will ruin their relationship. However, resisting her is
almost impossible. Can he figure out how to keep his
secret and his best friend?

GINA’S DREAM (Ria Stone, re-release, dual
language book: English/Spanish, novel,
11.99 POD/8.99 eBook, The Write Place)
In Gina’s Dream, Kit Brennan, SETA’s (Space
Exploration Through Astronomy) Assistant Director,
meets an unusual woman
at a convention. She
claims she is an alien.
What is he to believe?
What is he to do?

Kit’s co-worker sees her
as a threat, first to his
friend and then to
humans. The co-worker
seeks to discover Gina’s
secrets to stop her.

Gina has broken the
emissaries’ primary rule
by telling Kit who she is.
But, she is here to defend
her world from a future invasion by humans. As Gina’s
safety is threatened, what will she do to defend
herself?
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Caught in the middle between his co-worker’s fears
and her defense, Kit has few choices but to let Gina
follow her dream.

What would you do if you met an alien?

RESTORATION (KS Augustin, novel, $5.99
($2.99 till 30 April), Sandal Press)

In politics, is there a
place for love?

Van Motaff,
renowned
philosopher and
Rahfonist, is looking
ahead to Retirement,
but the planetary

government has other plans. Something
unprecedented has happened—a young, male
Rahfoni has been raised by aliens for the past thirty
years—and Van has been chosen to restore him to
Rahfon society.

Even though the eyes of two worlds are on her, Van
thinks the job will be straightforward enough. But
when her charge, Eton Abless, is injured, an irate
governor interferes, demanding that the young man
be neutralised as a potential political threat. Van
resists and finds herself falling into a forbidden
romance with her student…a romance that may
mean the end of her reputation and career, and his
permanent exile. As her options narrow, Van is
forced to face the conclusion that the only way to
save Eton may be to lose him completely. (Reviewed
in this issue)

Advertisement
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THE DOCTOR OF LONDON: Waters of
London #2 (Lyn Brittan, novella, $.99,
Gryy Brown Press)

Kennerick Clock,
London’s most ornery
private investigator,
has just received a
note from the woman
who broke his heart.
Lady Hala Javan needs
his help and he’s
willing to give it—for
the right price. But if
Hala thinks a curiously
folded piece of paper
can reel back him in,
the spoiled brat better
think again.

Lady Hala feels about as small as a sea flea for
writing Kennerick. Untitled and of common employ,
she abandoned him years ago under pressure from
her family. Leaving him remains her deepest regret.
Now facing an attack on her life, she needs
Kennerick. He’s the one man strong and clever
enough to save the day. Assuming, of course, he
doesn’t kill her first.

DON’T LOOK BACK: Warders of Earth (S.E.
Gilchrist, novel, $3.99, Suzanne
Hamilton)
Almost twenty, Tara has no direction in her life. She
longs for a trendy lifestyle, far from the
responsibilities of her crazy parents and their
preoccupation with apocalyptic predictions.

But what happens when it all comes true?

The hottest guy she’s ever seen blows into town,
claiming he’s here to protect her. The tattoo on his
nape reads: Warder of Earth. Alien seeder meteorites
rain down bringing chaos and destruction.

The town is overtaken by gun-toting, zealous soldiers

and a mysterious virus
spreads with terrifying and
deadly results. Someone
close to her, is leaking
information to the enemy.
She no longer knows who to
trust.

Fighting for her family and
the world’s survival, Tara
must accept the secret of her
past; she was genetically
bred for a specific purpose.

But every victory comes at
great cost. And heroes are
ordinary people who in a
heartbeat, choose to make the ultimate sacrifice.

HOT PURSUIT: Huntress of the Star
Empire #1 (Athena Grayson, serial, $.99,
Uncharted Worlds Media)
She always gets her man…

Treska Sivekka is the best
Vice Hunter in the entire
Union of Civilized Worlds,
but her latest bounty might
put her right out of a job.
She’s on the hunt for the last
of the psypaths, whose
psionic gifts are thought to
have caused devastating
alien attacks on a dozen
worlds. The last psypath,
Micah Ariesis, is the only
remaining chink in the
armor of the Union.

But acquiring her target
starts Treska on a journey not back to the safety of
the Civilized Worlds of the Union, but its wild edges,
where she begins to question all she’s known—about
the attacks, about psypaths, and about herself. As

Releases - February
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she unravels the shocking mystery of her own
origins, she must question everything she believes
until she finally hunts down the truth.

CAPTIVATED:Huntress of the Star Empire
#2 (Athena Grayson, serial, $.99,
Uncharted Worlds Media)
Episode 2: Captivated

The Huntress has captured her bounty, but can she
keep him?

It’s a long way back to the
Capitol planet, and close
quarters inside the
Huntress’s sleek starship.
Can she keep it together long
enough to deliver the last
mindsnake, or will his wily
mental tricks break through
her defenses?

Treska’s last bounty is unlike
anyone she’s encountered
before, and her reaction to
him is outside the realm of
her experience. She’s willing
to go to great lengths to keep

him defenseless. Micah set out to lure the legendary
Huntress with himself as bait as part of a deeper
rebellion, but her presence sends his mental talents
into a tailspin. Is he out of his mind…or just out of his
pants?

HEART OF STEEL
(Elizabeth
Einspanier, novel,
$10.99p, indie)
When reclusive cyborg
Alistair Mechanus saw
his latest guest,
troubled ER doctor
Julia Parker, it was love
at first sight—for him.

While he eagerly drops
his plans for World
Conquest to woo her,
ten years of virtual

solitude have left his social skills badly rusted, and
his initial gifts confuse and horrify her. When a
misguided gesture of kindness backfires on both of
them, however, Julia is forced to trust the mad genius
with her life. She has the skills he needs to unlock his
forgotten past, but will learning who he used to be
come at the cost of his remaining sanity?

THE ANDROMEDANS: THE EMPIRE #3
(Elizabeth Lang, novel, $5.99, IFWG
Publishing)
Sometimes you have to lose yourself to find out who
you really are.

After being kidnapped
by a bounty hunter and
getting mixed up with a
band of rebels, Adrian
and Kali are finally
together. They find a
quiet corner of the
galaxy to live in peace
and…who are we
kidding…

Just when they think it’s
safe, the unthinkable
happens. Adrian, a
brilliant scientist who
prides himself on the
perfect mind, loses everything. Kali has to revisit
something she abhors in order to save him, and this
time the stakes are even higher. Not only does
Adrian’s life hang in the balance but the survival of
two galaxies.

Just who are these Andromedans and why are they
willing to go to such lengths to destroy humanity?
What do they want with Adrian? And who is crazy
enough to go to the Andromedan galaxy to rescue
him?

ESCAPE VELOCITY: Valiant Knox #1 (Jess
Anastasi, novel, $3.99e, $15.29,
Entangled Publishing: Select Otherworld)
Ilari, Brannon System, 2436

At first, Dr. Sacha Dalton is simply curious about the
prisoner of war admitted to her med-lab…until she
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sees who it is. For
Commander Kai Yang—the
commander of the battleship
Valiant Knox—has long been
thought dead. Killed in
action. But after almost a
year and half, he’s returned
home. Returned to her.

Kai is recovering from his
ordeal and under the
watchful care of Sacha, his
childhood friend and the
widow of his best friend.
Only now, their friendship
has grown and deepened

into something far deeper, and far more complicated.
Yet as Kai’s body recovers, his psyche remains broken.
How could he ever be the man he was, and the man
Sacha deserves? But an intergalactic war has a way of
forcing a man to be the hero he was always meant to
be…

THE DIABOLICAL MISS HYDE: Electric
Empire #1 (Viola Carr, novel, $10.99,
Harper Collins)
In an electric-powered Victorian London, Dr. Eliza
Jekyll is a crime scene investigator, hunting killers with
inventive new technological gadgets. Now, a new killer
is splattering London in blood, drugging beautiful
women and slicing off their limbs. Catching the
Chopper will make Eliza’s career—or get her burned.
Because Eliza has a dark secret. A seductive second
self, set free by her father’s forbidden magical elixir:
wild, impulsive Lizzie
Hyde.

When the Royal Society
send their Enforcer, the
mercurial Captain
Lafayette, to prove she’s
a sorcerer, Eliza must
resist the elixir with all
her power. But as the
Chopper case draws her
into London’s luminous
magical underworld,
Eliza will need all the

help she can get. Even if it means getting close to
Lafayette, who harbors an evil curse of his own. Even if
it means risking everything and setting vengeful Lizzie
free…

UNCHAINED MEMORY: Interstellar Rescue
#1 (Donna S. Frelick, novel, $.99e,
$12.76p, Ink’d Press)
Three hours ripped away her past.

His love promised her the
future.

From the night she wakes
up in her pickup on the side
of the road, three hours
gone and everything of
value lost to her, Asia
Burdette is caught in a clash
of invisible forces. She has
only one ally in her struggle
to understand why—Ethan
Roberts, a man she
shouldn’t love, a
psychiatrist who risks
everything to help her.

With black ops kidnappers dogging their trail, the
lovers race to navigate a maze of mind control, alien
abduction and interstellar slavery. If they keep
following the signs, they’ll find a battle that’s been
raging since the first silver saucer was spotted in the
skies above Earth.

SAPPHO’S AGENCY (Lizzie Newell, novella,
$8.99p $2.99e, indie)
On a planet with three women for every man…

Sappho and her bisexual partner, Daisy, insemination
specialists, have landed the case of a lifetime: arrange
an anonymous liaison between the most eligible
bachelor on the planet and a mysterious young
woman. The purpose: to produce a child. As Sappho
and Daisy unravel the identity of the woman and the
sexual fetishes of the couple, they discover an
entangling mesh of politics, technology, and sexuality.
Sappho encourages the young woman to throw off
political restraints and follow her heart. (Reviewed in
this issue)
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ECHO 8 (Sharon Lynn Fisher, novel,
$15.99p list price, discounted by Amazon
and B&N to $11.99, Kindle & Nook: $9.99,
Tor Books)
Three lives. Two worlds. One chance to save them all.

As a parapsychologist
working for Seattle Psi, Tess
has devoted her life to
studying psychic
phenomena. But when
doppelgangers begin
appearing from a parallel
world that’s been struck by
an asteroid, nothing in her
training will help her
survive what’s to come.

After dislocating to Seattle
Psi from the other Earth,
Jake is confined by a
special task force for study.

But when he drains life energy from Tess, almost
killing her, it causes a ripple effect across two
worlds—and creates a bond neither of them
expected.

Ross is an FBI agent ordered to protect Tess while she
studies Jake. His assignment is not random—he and
Tess have a history, and a connection the Bureau
hopes to use to its own advantage. By the time Ross
realizes his mission could be compromised, it’s
already too late—he’ll have to choose between his
love for Tess and his duty to protect the people of his
own Earth. (Reviewed in this issue)

FLIGHT: The Inherited Stars #1 (Laurie A.
Green, novella, $.99, Array Press)
To escape the merciless Ithian Alliance, Sair, a
fugitive slave, makes a desperate deal with Drea
Mennelsohn, captain of the prototype ship, Specter.
But putting his life in the hands of a woman as
mysterious as she is beguiling could turn out to be
the biggest mistake of his life, especially when the
price on his head begins to escalate.

The daring captain seems to want far more from Sair
than just payment for his passage. Though neither

can deny the sizzling
chemistry and growing
bond between them, Sair
must soon make an
agonizing decision:
maintain his own longed-
for freedom or become a
helpless pawn in an
intergalactic coup against
a ruthless superpower.

As the truth behind Sair’s
place in the galaxy and
Drea’s unique existence
are revealed, it becomes
clear that they are vital to the success of the coup.
But their part in ending the Ithian Alliance may come
at a terrible price for Sair: the loss of the remarkable
woman he has fallen in love with—and their chance
to inherit the stars.

A MIRRORS BEGINNING: SETH AND
LOGAN BROOKS (Kristina Stutts, short
story, $.99, Distinguished Press)
Split from their family at a young age, the twins Seth
and Logan Brooks went down very different paths.
Seth became a pilot. Logan became a strongman for
a Middle Eastern weapons and drug dealer.

Charlie Westlake is a man on a mission to bring
together one of the top teams the universe has ever
seen. A twist of fate will reunite the twins and bring
them on an adventure beyond their wildest dreams.

Seth and Logan Brooks joins the ISC in this short
story, a prequel to KG
Stutts’ Mirror series.
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BY FLAME: Xenonian Origins #5 (Catrina
Taylor, short story, $.99, Distinguished

Press)
Sira lost her parents,
gained a new ability,
and then her temper
destroyed the only
home she’s ever
known. As a runaway

she crosses counties, boundaries, and finds herself a
new way of life. In a new school, with a new mom,
and training for her psionic ability, everything finally
starts to go her way. With adoption on the horizon,
she joins a tournament that pits her flame against
others who train as hard.

In the middle of the tournament everything changes,
and she is forced to do something she’s never wanted
to do.

Advertisement
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BARGAIN WITH THE ENEMY: The Darkon
Warriors #6 (S.E. Gilchrist, novella, $2.81,
Escape Publishing)
From the best-selling Darkon Warriors series comes
an enemy-to-lover story about a brother, a best
friend, and the precious gift they leave behind.

Masquerading as her best
friend is probably not the
wisest decision Stephanie
ever made, but she’ll do
whatever it takes to protect
her friends’ orphaned baby,
especially from the father’s
emotionless, soulless
vacuum of a family. They’ll
make it back to Earth, and
be a loving, supportive
family of two.

With his brother dead, Ivo
will do anything to ensure
the daughter he had with

his human lover remains under his control and
protection. The child, Mia, belongs here, in the Seven
Galaxies, where she can be raised in the appropriate
way.

But the only way to the child is through a bargain
with a female deserter, a woman with no honour.
Lust, however, has no reason, and when Stephanie
and Ivo act on their attraction, they inadvertently set
new terms. With Mia’s life in the balance, can they
find a contract with a future, or will everything fall
apart in negotiations?

ICY PASSAGE (Ann Gimpel, novel, $4.99,
Hartwood Publishing)
Lethal cultures, bizarre illness, and political intrigue
create an unlikely backdrop for love in Antarctica,
the last true frontier.

Fresh out of residency, Dr. Kayna Quan opts for a tour
in Antarctica. Money is short, so she hires on as

medical officer aboard a
Russian research vessel
headed for McMurdo
Station. Primed for almost
anything, she plays her
paranormal ability close
to the vest. Being odd
man out in a world where
most don’t believe in
magic makes her wary
and feisty.

Brynn McMichaels has
been stationed on remote
South Georgia Island for
two years, and he’s eager
for a change. When cultures of the single-celled
organism, archaea, overgrow their bins in his lab and
begin shifting into another form, he worries he’s
losing his mind and talks with scientists at McMurdo,
but they have problems of their own—bad ones. After
he hears about them, Brynn agrees to help. The
weather’s too uncertain to send a plane, so he
hitches a ride aboard Kayna’s ship and brings his
mutant culture colonies along.

Attraction sparks, hot and powerful, between Brynn
and Kayna, but her disclosure about her magic is a
tough nut to crack. It doesn’t help that her dead
father is stalking her. Lethal cultures, bizarre illness,
and McMurdo’s refusal to let them land force Brynn
and Kayna into an uneasy alliance. Will their fragile
bond be enough to thwart the powers trying to
destroy Earth, and them along with it?

TAILSPIN: Huntress of the Star Empire #3
(Athena Grayson, serial, $.99, Uncharted
Worlds Media)
Everyone in the star system wants a piece of Micah.
Treska’s used to holding onto what’s hers, but is she
holding on to her bounty…or something more?

With Riktorian pirates on her tail, and Micah getting
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into her mind—even through
a neuro-collar—Treska needs
every single trick she’s got in
order to keep her bounty,
keep her wits, and avoid
becoming a pretty spray of
space-dust across the
frontier orbits of the star
system.

THE NETWORK: The Inherited Stars #2
(Laurie A. Green, novella, $2.99, Array
Press)
Captain Drea Mennelsohn seems to want far more
from the fugitive Sair than just payment for his
passage on her ship. Though neither can deny the
sizzling chemistry and
growing bond
between them, Sair
must soon make an
agonizing decision:
maintain his own
longed-for freedom or
become a helpless
pawn in an
intergalactic coup
against a ruthless
superpower.

ABOUT THE
INHERITED
STARS SERIES
The year is 3500 AD—more or less. No one really
keeps track anymore. Since the fall of peacekeeper
planet, LaGuardia, two centuries before, much has
been lost. Few remember that LaGuardia was once
known as Draxis. Fewer still have knowledge that
Draxis once guarded a spatial vortex—a crossrip in
time and space—and passageway to a legendary
world called Earth where the human species

originated. Somewhere, hidden in a forgotten
archive, is the written history of the known universe
and the chronicles of the men and women who
helped forge a future in the stars.

PHOENIX INHERITANCE: Phoenix
Institute #4 (Corrina Lawson, novel,
$3.85, Samhain Publishing)
To save their son, they might have to sacrifice their
love—and their lives.

Ex-Navy SEAL Daz Montoya and rescue dog handler
Renee Black have made a career out of saving people.
But when their whirlwind affair resulted in
pregnancy, Daz’s verbal fumble tore their budding
relationship apart.

It’s been a tough eight years
for Renee, raising Charlie
alone with his autism-fueled
impulsiveness, but she’s
managed—until now. When
she has to chase him to the
edge of a cliff in a
snowstorm, seeing the face
of their rescuer is just the
rotten cherry on top of an
already rough day.

In the close confines of a
snowbound cabin, Renee
and Daz rediscover the heat
still simmering between
them. But while Renee welcomes Daz’s renewed
determination to help Charlie however he can, she’s
reluctant to trust him with her heart.

With the Phoenix Institute’s help, Renee and Daz
discover their son’s gift for animal telepathy is real.
And that to save him from old enemies that would
kill to control him, they must join forces—and risk
losing everything they’ve ever loved.

RULED: Planet Alpha #10 (J.J. Lore,
novella, $4.99, Evernight Publishing)
While on a clandestine visit to Earth, Prince Edem of
Alpha and his bondmate Mallet by chance meet a
humble cook who intrigues them. The impulsive
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prince feels a brief fling with an exotic human female
would be the perfect way to conclude their travels,
but his more pragmatic bondmate urges caution.

Despite all the reasons to avoid her, the Alphans seek
her out, intrigued by her
prickly pride and defiant
disposition. For her part,
Corrine is intimidated by
these imposing and
mysterious alien men, but
finds herself overwhelmed
by their determined
courtship.

Edem and Mallet convince
themselves their
deepening feelings for
Corrine do not have to
include bonding, since
such a commitment

would be forbidden by the King and rejected by the
subjects of Alpha, determined to keep the royal
bloodline pure. But when danger threatens, the three
are forced to choose between having the galaxy at
their feet and having each other forever.

THE FALL: Tales of Tolari Space #3
(Christie Meierz, novel, $3.99, indie)
As bitter enemies scheme against each other with
the fate of Tolar in the balance, Laura Howard, made
a powerful empath by the Jorann’s gift, loses
everything—again. Now she must recover and find
her place, and herself, while fighting against the

ghosts of her past and the
expectations of everyone
around her.

Loss after tragic loss shakes
the Paran to his very soul.
With his allies vying for
control of the planet and
his own province caught in
the middle, he must risk
his life as well as that of the
woman he loves to take the
one action he never
thought he would:

challenge for leadership of the ruling caste.

CHAOS STATION (Jenn Burke and Kelly
Jensen, novel, $3.59, Carina Press)
“You’re not real. Felix Ingesson is dead.”

The war with the alien stin is over, but Felix Ingesson
has given up on seeing his lover, Zander Anatolius,
ever again. Zander’s military file is sealed tighter
than an airlock. A former prisoner of war, Felix is
attempting a much quieter life keeping his ship, the
Chaos, aloft. He almost succeeds, until Zander walks
on board and insists that Felix isn’t real.

A retired, broken super soldier, Zander is reeling from
the aftereffects of his experimental training and
wants nothing more than to disappear and wait for
insanity to claim him. Then he sees footage of a
friend and ally—a super soldier like him—murdering
an entire security squad with her bare hands and a
cold, dead look in her eyes. He never expected to find
Felix, the man he’d thought dead for years, on the
ship he hired to track her down.

Working with Felix to rescue his teammate is a
dream come true…and a nightmare. Zander has no
exit strategy that will leave Felix unscathed—or his
own heart unbroken.
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Write for us!

Length: 2,000 to 7,500 words.

Payment: 2.5 cents/word (US) paid upon publication, promotional biography with two links, and a complimentary
quarter-page advertisement.

Deadline for Issue #7: 01 June, 2015.

Rights sought: Six-month exclusive world digital rights from date of publication; non-exclusive thereafter.

Other info: One short story will be published per issue. Please send only edited and polished work. Due to time
constraints, we are unable to give personalized feedback on rejected stories.

Stories that tie-in to a previously established world will be considered, but story must stand alone.

All sub-genres of science fiction will be considered.

Any heat level, from sweet to erotic, will be considered. Original, previously unpublished fiction only. No fan fiction,
please.

No multiple submissions. Simultaneous submissions are accepted, but please inform us if the story is placed
elsewhere.

Submit! Standard manuscript format, please. Send brief cover letter with biographical information and
publication history, along with attached story (.RTF or .DOC format) to Diane Dooley —

Fiction #at# SciFiRomanceQuarterly #dot# org

— by deadline.
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The Intersection of Love & Technology, Part 2

The Cosmic Lounge with Heather Massey

Sci-fi romance stories explore many interesting ideas since they bloom at

the intersection of love and technology. This creates an opportunity for

insights into how advanced technology could impact how romance develops

in a future that may very well be quite different from life as we know it

today.

In "The Intersection of Love & Technology, Part 1 ” (Sci-Fi Romance

Quarterly #5), I discussed three main points:

1) technology has a far-ranging impact on society, culture, and romance

2) SFR becomes more meaningful when the created worlds reflect technology’s impact by introducing at
least a few key changes at the societal and cultural levels

3) an SFR's subtext can undermine a story if the worldbuilding fails to take into account how technology
can affect things like birth control, marriage, and legal rights

In l ight of how technology can strongly influence romantic love and sexuality, here are some areas SFR has

the potential to explore in greater frequency:

* To what extent will religions play a role in regulating our sex lives, if any? What might a story look like
if heroes and heroines belonged to spiritual movements removed from the concept of controlling a
woman's body and her reproductive rights?

* What would romance be like for women who don't have to constantly fear unwanted pregnancy or
experience the onus of being in charge of birth control? In that situation, how might a courtship differ
from those of today? How will heroes and heroines view love and romance without the fixation on a
woman's virginity?

* If science never develops more advanced forms of birth control, what else might change in society to
allow women more sexual and personal freedom?

* Where will gender equality be one hundred years from now? Three hundred? Will it change faster in
some countries (or colonized planets) than others?

* How will gender systems manifest in the future? Is projecting gender binarism into the far future on a
repeated basis the most plausible way to go for a genre based in part on “What if…?” speculation?

* How diverse is a story's characters? How might technology impact multicultural and interracial
romances?

* How much will technology even the playing field for SFR heroines? For example, birth control for men;
genetic or technological advancements that provide women with the option to become physically
stronger (safely!); or alternate ways to reproduce for career-minded women.

* Women's rights—how comprehensive are they? Women can currently vote and (married) women can
own property in the U.S., whereas about two hundred years ago they couldn’t. (See Wikipedia's handy
Timeline of women's rights (other than voting) for more information: http://bit.ly/1CuVHkt.)
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Many SFRs take place hundreds of years in the future, so can authors plausibly claim similar key changes

won't have occurred between now and then? Wil l marriage as the institution as we know it today even be

the same four hundred years from now? Many authors have already seemed to take this possibi l i ty into

account since quite a few SFRs end with the couple together, but not legally married.

* Does gender equality exist in education, especially with math and science? Is there increased access
to science and technology education and jobs for women across the board? Did space travel become
possible because a team of women scientists broke the glass ceiling? If so, which of them seeks love,
and how will their romance evolve?

* What if women could speak their opinions online or other future virtual environments without the
fear of rape threats and other violent retaliations? Who is the SFR heroine who lives in this culture,
and how does her love life change accordingly?

Quite a l ist, eh? In case you have any doubt, SFR features scores of heroines in a variety of high-tech jobs

and leadership positions. Heroines routinely go on adventures and general ly share the action stage equally

with the heroes. Many stories explore meaty themes. And there are plenty of progressive heroes to go

around.

SFR can be all that, and more. Teasing out the del icious, nuanced layers of romance in the future is an

experience SFR is in a unique position to del iver. Here's a fork—let's dig in!

Advertisement

http://www.sandalpress.com/restoration/
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Engineering the Heroes of Our Dreams

Scopebox with Charlee Allden

Genetics was one of the first real-world science concepts that real ly
fascinated me. I thought the idea that animals could evolve to adapt was
super cool and I l iked understanding why my sister was the only blue-
eyed person in the family. I remember talking about it with my mother
and her showing me a picture in a newspaper cl ipping of a young girl in
a scout uniform. At first I thought it was me, but I knew it couldn’t be
because I hadn’t had that picture taken. I t turned out to be my mom.

The grainy black and white of newsprint had made any differences in our appearances at that age
undetectable. Wow!

That fascination is probably why I include genetic engineering in Deadly Lover and Stealing
Mercury (both avai lable for pre-order). In Deadly Lover, the genetics is a side element and considers
the reasons why people would change future generation and the unexpected consequences. That is
a common trope for big brother SciFi . There it’s usually a bad thing with seriously disastrous
effects. In Star Trek i t was the Eugenics wars that gave us the dangerous Khan Noonien Singh.
Michael Crichton gave us an even more terrifying look at the possible consequences of genetic

engineering and cloning in Jurassic Park. In both the 1 967 version of
Star Trek’s Khan and in Crichton’s book and fi lms, we see both the
danger and seduction of the science. The perfect fodder for SciFi
romance.

In Stealing Mercury, my heroes are the product of involuntary genetic
engineering—designed as a slave race they have a mix of human,
animal, and alien DNA to produce gladiator style warriors that are
devastating to opponents and to the heroine’s senses. I first heard of
the trope of men engineered with animal-l ike abi l i ties for increased
strength when Lora Leigh’s Breed series was rocketing toward
popularity on the mass market. Always a tough hurdle for our favorite
l ittle-genre-that-could.

I suspect this element of SciFi provides a good gateway for paranormal
romance readers who love werewolves and other shape shifters. Other
popular series, l ike Laurann Dohner’s NewSpecies series, have also
found popularity with this trope. Allyson James, also known as Jennifer

Ashley, provides a nice twist on the trope in her Tales ofthe Shareem beginning with book one,
Rees. Her erotic SciFi romance heroes are engineered for pleasure. They’re experts in BDSM and
the kinkier side of passion and love.

A favorite series of mine is the Diaspora Worlds by Melisse Aires. This series features genetical ly
engineered heroes cal led Puregens, lab-perfected humans from wealthy tech worlds, where an
obsession with DNA and keeping alien DNA out of the Terran race led parents to choose genetic
characteristics for their chi ldren. I recently asked the author why she included this element in her
stories and she pointed to one of my favorite books in the series: “In Alien Blood, I wanted to have
a huge contrast in background between the hero and heroine, a class difference, prince and pauper.
I thought it would provide an interesting confl ict to write.”

This book also introduced the Zh Cle’ al iens that the Puregens were trying to keep out. In this
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universe, the Zh Cle’ and their mixed-race chi ldren are a sort of permanent under-class. The most
recent book in the series, Escaping Poison, came out in December 201 4. What’s ahead for the
series? Melisse said: “My next four-book series is focused on Diaspora Worlds cyborgs, but I think
after that I may jump into a Zh Cle’ Reservation World series!”

Well , if you’re an SF Romance Quarterly regular reader, you know
how I feel about cyborgs!

Links for the interested reader:

http://www.jenniferashley.com/allyson-james-books/tales-of-the-shareem/

http://melisseaires.blogspot.com/p/escaping-poison-httpswww.html

http://www.michaelcrichton.net/books-jurassicpark.html

[Note from the Editor: Charlee is featured in one of our Sneak Peeks
for this issue, so be sure to check it out!]

Advertisement

Advertisement

http://www.amazon.com/Nobility-To-Be-Sinclair-ebook/dp/B00DPWRS50
http://www.amazon.com/Blue-Nebula-Diane-Dooley-ebook/dp/B008JH1M3K/ref=asap_B006JN2NAW_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1417608181&sr=1-2
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A Spy to Die For (Kris DeLake)
Review by Jo Jones

When Spy Meets Spy

Agent: Agent Skylight

Profile: Seasoned Assassin Guild Super-Sleuth. Talented enough that she
can write her own rules.

Budget: Unlimited.

Agent Jack Profile: Main investigator for the loosely federated Rover
Assassins. Guided by a strict moral code, fierce loyalty, and a sense of duty.

More Than Sparks Will Fly

On opposite sides of a high-stakes game, lust lures two spies together in a
passionate encounter. Little do they know that the heat of the moment would
bind them, turning their worlds upside down. Hunted by deadly assassins, can
the pair and their love withstand the onslaught?"

The timeline in A Spy To Die For is the same as the timeline in Assassins In
Love, Book One in the series. Unlike Misha and Rikki who are assassins, Sky and
Jack are spies, one for the Assassins Guild and one for the Rover Assassins.

Characters: Sky and Jack are both characters with secrets. Both have trouble
trusting and both usually work independently. Both characters are very well
developed and it is plain to see that they will not react favorably to each other.
Jack it strictly by the book and Sky makes her own rules. The difference between
the two is what makes it such fun to see what happens when they have to work
together to survive.

Plot: I thought the plot here was a little weak. The book is more romance-
centered than action- and danger-centered. This is more of a small splinter off the
plot in Assassins In Love and the tension is not as intense.

If you are looking for a light fun read check out A Spy To Die For. It is a good place to get your SFR
(Science Fiction Romance) fix. Even though it is Book 2 in the Assassins Guild series, it can stand alone, but
pick up Assassins in Love for a double SFR fix.

Sourcebooks published A Spy To Die For by Kris DeLake in 2013.

* Kris DeLake is a pen name for Kristine Katherine Rusch.

Beneath a Trojan Moon: The Phoenix Adventures #4 (Anna Hackett)
Review by The Book Pushers

Publisher: Self

Publish Date: Out now

Reviewed by: E

How I got this book: ARC from Sci-Fi Romance Quarterly

Fortune teller Relda Dela-Cruz is a woman with a secret. One she’ll do anything to conceal. She hides in plain sight on the
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market world of Souk, content with running her profitable fortune-telling business and never letting anyone too close. But
when assailants attack her in pursuit of a powerful artifact, Relda collides with the city’s handsome, new marshal. A man
who leaves no stone unturned and no secret covered.

War has left former Galactic Special Forces Captain Hunt Calder tired and empty, but one look at sexy Relda—with her
wild curls and lush curves—brings him back to life. When she’s threatened over the mysterious Trojan Moon, Hunt will let
nothing stop him from protecting her. Even Relda herself.

As they face alien attackers and killer droids, Relda can’t resist her burning attraction to Hunt. But she knows he’s the most
dangerous threat of all, because he doesn’t just want her body, he wants her trust and her secret, too. A secret with the power
to destroy Hunt and Relda, the city, even the planet itself. (This blurb came from the author’s website.
http://annahackettbooks.com)

Looking at this blurb I thought it had definite possibilities because it included several tropes I
enjoy—woman with a secret, burnt-out former military city marshal with instincts for trouble, aliens, and
droids. It was a short fun read and even through it is the 4th installment in the series, it does stand alone in
terms of the characters. I think if I had read the previous stories, I would have had a better grasp on the
universe but I didn’t find the knowledge required.

Relda was alone, hiding in plain sight unable to really relax and trust anyone. Yet, because of her past, she
had a soft spot for girls and young women in similar situations so she gave them the tools for a successful if
not profitable life without having to sell access to their bodies. Even though those women were dedicated to
Relda she was raised with so much fear, she thought she had to continue hiding what she really was and
what she could do. However, she did not have any problems fighting back physically or otherwise, which I
enjoyed seeing. As her back-story emerged, I could understand her fears regarding other people learning
her identity and even her fear of herself.

I didn’t get as much about Hunt which was a slight disappointment because I really wanted to know how
he became so burnt out. It would have helped me understand his transition from empty and cold to
burning hot and alive once Relda entered his life. I liked how protective he was and yet he also believed in
Relda’s self-control and the positive impact she made on those around her. I really wanted to get to know
him more because I saw hints of depth in the results of his actions but I didn’t get to see his character
growth.

The action, both when it came to the enemy and that of a more pleasurable intimate sense was intense.
Both Hunt and Relda were attracted to each other from the very beginning and I liked how it was evident
because Relda did her best to always act professional and standoffish towards Hunt instead of indulging in
harmless flirting. Hunt seemed focused on her as if she was a puzzle he needed to solve but he never lost
sight of the danger she was in. When they finally acted on their attraction, it was
rather explosive. What I liked about the two of them together was how Hunt
proved at the end, he knew Relda better than she knew herself. I really enjoyed
the variety of attackers because it signified the complexity of Hackett’s universe
and made me curious to read more. I also found Relda’s ability make me
wonder what other things were hiding in plain sight or used openly.

Beneath a Trojan Moon did turn out to be an enjoyable read. I wanted to see
more depth of character on Hunt’s side but I found myself enjoying Hackett’s
writing and her pacing. I am also curious to see what else exists in her rather
complex universe so I think I need to do some exploring in her backlist.

I give Beneath a Trojan Moon a B.
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Beyond Galaxy’s Edge: The Phoenix Adventures #xx (Anna Hackett)
Review by Marlene Harris

If you want a rollicking good time of an SFR series, you absolutely can’t go wrong with Anna Hackett’s
Phoenix Adventures. I love this entire series—it’s a terrific blend of sci-fi adventure with hot and heart-
stopping romance.

The Phoenixes of the Phoenix Adventures are two sets of good looking rogues who are the opposite sides of
one galaxy-spanning family. Brothers Dathan, Zayn and Niklas Phoenix operate a successful relic hunting
company on the slightly more settled side of the galaxy, and their cousins Dare, Rynan and Justyn (also
brothers) operate an equally successful but slightly less famous convoy-leading company (and smuggling
business) out on the galaxy’s edge.

This is Justyn’s story, and it is quite a wild ride. Because Justyn the smuggler finds himself on a dangerous
treasure hunt. And it’s all a very elaborate ploy. Justyn isn’t nearly as interested in
the artifact he’s chasing as he is in the Galactic Security Services Captain who is
chasing it.

Justyn has spent years putting himself in the way of Captain Nissa Sander. She
never manages to find his contraband cargo, no matter how many times she stops
and searches his ship. She’s completely unwilling to admit to herself that her
encounters with Justyn are the high point of her job. She keeps fooling herself that
a stellar career in Galactic Security Services is all she wants. And she’s damn good
at it. But it isn’t what she wants for herself. It’s what she tells herself she wants in
order to please her demanding father, a career GSS officer who never quite made
it to the big leagues.

Justyn keeps letting Nissa catch him. He just makes sure she never catches him
with anything he shouldn’t have. His ship has way more hidey-holes than Nissa will
ever find. So he lets her keep finding him over and over, just so that he can see her.
And tease her a bit. He knows that he’s not what she wants or deserves, but he
can’t resist arranging those few minutes in her company.

They both believe that they will always be on opposite sides of a very high fence of legalities. Until someone
breaks into a museum and steals one of the founding documents of interstellar law and democracy - the
U.S. Constitution from old (meaning our) Earth.

The treasure hunt gets even more complicated when they chase down the thief - only to find out that the
document he stole was a forgery - created almost a thousand years ago. Does the real Constitution even
survive?

Nissa is tasked by her commanding officer to find the real constitution, if it exists, and deliver it to the
admiral personally, and at any or all costs. The Phoenix brothers (both sets) enlist the aid of any family and
friends they have to track the course of the ship originally carrying the Constitution, and trace it beyond
the galaxy edge, outside the confines of civilized space.

Nissa has no jurisdiction beyond the edge, only a powerful motivation to protect her career and especially
her father’s pension from the admiral’s machinations. But just as they get close, Nissa discovers that the
superiors she has always relied on cannot be trusted. The only people she can count on are the Phoenix
brothers who are out there with her. And especially Justyn.
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When all hell breaks loose, and Justyn and Nissa finally find themselves on the same side. For once. And
possibly forever.

Escape Rating A-: This was a terrific adventure. It had all the elements that made At
Star’s End so much fun. Nissa is working for the forces of law and order, just as Eos
planned to turn the relics she was hunting over to the Galactic Institute. Both Nissa and
Eos were betrayed by the people who should have been on their side. And most
importantly, neither Dathan nor Justyn were anywhere near as bad as their reputations
were cracked up to be.

Not that Justyn isn’t a smuggler, because he is. But he seems to do it either mostly for sport, and teasing
Nissa, or because he’s turning most of the profits over to an array of charities he supports on various
convoy-stopover planets. He’s a little bit Robin Hood. He also mostly just carries small luxury items, like
cigars or fancy booze. Nothing big, nothing worth killing over.

And he really likes to torment Nissa with the possibility of catching him.

Except for his unwillingness to admit that he’s been in love with Nissa for years, Justyn knows exactly what
he’s doing.

Nissa, on the other hand, is kind of a mess. She’s a great GSS officer, but her heart isn’t in it. Her father
cuts her to ribbons every single time they talk, and he’s always pressuring her about something. Basically,
daddy is re-living his own career through Nissa, and her opinions generally don’t matter. She should be old
enough to know better, but she seems to be conditioned to obedience, which really bites her in the ass when
the admiral both bribes and blackmails her at the same time.

It was fairly obvious to this reader who the really evil person is in this mess. Nissa should have figured it
out a hell of a lot sooner - it would have saved everyone a world of hurt. Of course, if she had, this story
wouldn’t contain nearly as much edge-of-the-seat excitement, and our hero and heroine wouldn’t have been
forced into close proximity so often that they were forced to acknowledge their mutual feelings.

Those two had enough frustrated chemistry to light the rocket boosters all by themselves. When they
finally get close, its explosive.

Black Hole Bounty (Sienna Bronwyn)
Review by Norm Zeeman

Jerusha Whitchab-Tuleh wakes up a prisoner on a spaceship headed to the
Gruyan Galaxy through a black hole. Her captor, General Selvar Toyeb of the
technologically advanced race, Atlapans, says they need her very special blood
to save their race from a deadly virus because she is the last descendent of one
of their ruling class who dallied with earth women several generations ago and
left some children there. So, an albino, Latina/Kuna Indian lab tech with
turquoise eyes and a husband and daughter on Earth is now not only a long-
lost princess on an alien planet, she is their savior. That’s cool. A little
overboard, but I can buy it.

The general starts a blood harvesting process that is so vigorous that Jerusha
requires healing treatments after each bloodletting session - sessions which
consist of mental Theta wave bombardments which causes sexual arousal to
the point where Jerusha loses control. This is not necessarily a bad thing, as
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she thinks the General likes her. She couldn’t be more wrong, and when this comes out, the author wastes
no time or effort painting him as a total blackguard of the highest order. Since I didn’t like his gorgeous,
arrogant, sexual-healing self to begin with, I really don’t like him now.

When Jerusha is rescued/re-kidnapped by Berwyck, she thinks this is worse than the situation she was in
before. And of course it is. Berwyck is another alien from a different species: the seemingly less advanced,
cave-dwelling Molari, created by the Atlapans to be their warrior slaves (which didn’t quite work out well
for either of them). Jerusha is fatally injured in the escape/kidnapping attempt and, with no General Selvar
to Theta wave her back into health, she must accept Berwyck’s varr for the life-giving properties it has.
Complications arise when it becomes apparent that she must take this treatment every day (from the
loathsome, although hunky alien, Prince Berwyck) or she will die. Stockholm Syndrome can be expected
and it does indeed occur, but I don’t see the attraction myself.

Another complication is that her attempted escape from her first kidnapping by General Selvar delayed the
second kidnapping by Berwyck, and therefore delayed Jerusha’s arrival at the underground city of the
Molari. Her blood was supposed to be used to save the queen’s life, but as Jerusha didn’t know that, she
arrived too late, and the queen died. Oops.

A trial is convened by the new (and none too stable) Molari queen to decide Jerusha’s fate and…I’m not
going to tell you what happens, but, rest assured, more interesting revelations occur. And then it’s the end
of the book, with only a “To Be Continued” to let you know the next book is coming!

Regarding the book’s main characters, Berwyck’s description made him sound handsome, but the name
kept conjuring up a mental image of an aging English butler. I couldn’t get that out of my head every time I
heard his name, which made it difficult to picture him as the exact opposite!

I loved Jerusha’s pet torture vine, Vee. It was a really cool alien creature. I also loved her connection to the
rhendar, huge lizard creatures that she could mentally control. Unfortunately, I felt they were vastly under-
used.

Jerusha was a different enough character that you didn’t feel she was just another stereotypical white girl
slash long-lost princess with super martial arts skills. She wasn’t any of that, and I felt that made her
portrayal stronger and easier to relate to.

To be honest, I didn’t like either of the male characters. Unfortunately, the author did too good of a job of
portraying them as essentially callous, and nothing that happened later on in the book changed my mind.
Jerusha doesn’t get tenderness from either of the male leads. The healing sessions with Selvar might have
been fun if he had been a more sympathetic character, but she was pretty much mind-raped by him. And
there’s no way to make sucking varr venom out of an alien’s nipple pouch sound anything other than icky,
so no matter how much it seemed she enjoyed it, I just couldn’t buy it. This was no fault of the author as
she tried every way possible using every tool in her arsenal of words to make this sexy and all I felt was
“Eeww! Ick!” It’s not hard say “I’ll pass”, when you compare the non-awesomeness of mental sex with a
gorgeous psychopath to voraciously sucking life-giving goo from a pouch belonging to a celibate warrior-
priest barbarian who isn’t old enough to have his double-dick drop yet. Yeah, that was a surprise, but I’m
sure we’ll hear more about that in the next book because you can’t drop a bomb like that and not use it.

Written in first person, most of what we learn is from an annoying internal monologue that gets weird
really fast. I didn’t see much character growth during the book; most of the time Jerusha just reacts to the
things going on around her. In terms of worldbuilding, we have a generic spaceship, some underground
caves, a hot and dry desert, back to the caves and then back to another spaceship. From those locales, there
isn’t much to build on. For much of the book, Jerusha is either in a prison cell or shunned by everyone
around her, so meaningful interactions to show motivation or character development are rare.

There were many awesome revelations towards the end of the book, but no happy-ever-after and, it seems,
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no happy-for-now either. I hope the author uses the new twists to the fullest in the next book, because they
left me wanting more and “varr-aciously” hoping for better.

Changing Tides (Simone Anderson)
Review by Psyche Skinner

I really wanted to like Changing Tides. Sci fi M/M in a dystopian setting is a
favorite of mine. Nor is there anything wrong with a basic “love at first sight”
plot with political complications.

However a great deal of the on page action in this novel is…. no action at all.
The first third of the plot is pining and exposition about the character’s
backstory. On top of that one of the characters whose point of view we see,
manages to not reveal either of the two huge secrets in his life to the reader.
And even after a major plot twist and short action interlude we are returned to
a string of scenes with one or both of our heroes, in a room, thinking about
backstory events or having sex. sex is great, don't get me wrong, but I do prefer
a story with more than one sort of action.

On top of that the writer has a few ticks, like frequent use of “the other man”,
“the younger man” or “the shorter man” when “he” or a name would have
served better—and would created much less of an amateur fanfiction tone. Also
characters think rhetorical questions to themselves in the third person (“Would
Orion feel him all day?”—it is Orion thinking this) and other strange choices of expression that I would
have expected a good editor to correct.

I also struggle to make sense of why a military oligarchy would suppress the careers of married people, and
sterilise and ban marriage and adoption for anyone still single at the age of twenty-five. It makes for some
plot tension early in the story, but is never really explained in a sociological sense. Why would a paranoid
military nation with no obvious crowding problems would be actively trying to reduce its population? Nor
are we really shown the book’s world which seems to be filled with generic vehicles, generic buildings, and
technology somewhat below our own world—none of these things being specifically described in any way.

Any sympathy I might still have for the main character wanes when he starts doing exactly the same thing
the “evil” government did by passing summary justice on people with the approval of the other rebels.

As a reader of sci-fi romance I have learned to cut my losses and generally be happy if even one part of the
story makes sense: either the speculative elements or the romantic relationship. In this case I really do not
feel that either passed muster. This story centers on a very slight romance dressed up in the costume of
science fiction, and not a very well-tailored costume at that.
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Echo 8 (Sharon Lynn Fisher)
Review by Marlene Harris

Echo 8 takes place in multiple alternate versions of Seattle, some of them better off than our own, and
some much, much worse. But all close analogs. If you have read anything about the parallel universes
theory, even fictional versions thereof, you’ll understand exactly what I mean.

The story takes place in a very near future: it’s only 2018 in this world. Which means that it is also an
alternate to our own, because the Seattle Center Tower has fallen in theirs, and here, it’s still up and very
much a landmark of the city. (It’s on everything. I’ve even seen Chocolate Towers)

But the former Colman School is a former school in all the ‘verses. In ours, it’s now the Northwest African
American Museum. In theirs, it’s the home of the Seattle Psi Institute. And the SPI (cool initialism) is
studying a phenomenon called “Echoes”. Echoes are people from a parallel universe who wind up in ours
by accident. Part of that accident is that their version of the Earth suffered a huge asteroid strike, and they
died. Instead of going wherever it is the dead normally go, they come here. And then they die anyway, cut
off from their home universe’s source of energy.

I’m not sure which is scarier - that when they arrive here they are energy
vampires, or that no one has tried to talk to one of them to figure out what the
hell is going on. But then, the various government security forces are treating
these people, the Echoes (also called fades because well, they eventually do) as
enemies and security threats. There is a lot of “shoot first and ask questions
later” going on. With the added fun factor that sometimes the Echoes are too
faded to shoot - the bullets go right through.

Also a bit of “torture first and let them die” going on. The security services are
not treating the Echoes as displaced persons - they are just a threat.
Admittedly the trail of sucked dry dead bodies they leave in their wake does
urge caution.

Only the scientists want to find out the whys and wherefores of the Echoes.
They see (sometimes they don’t exactly see) people. Admittedly, people they
want to experiment on a bit, but still people.

Tess Caulfield is a psychologist and parapsychologist at the Seattle Psi
Institute. And the FBI has brought her an Echo to talk to. The FBI calls him “Echo 8”, because he’s the
eighth Echo they have captured. Tess finds out his name is Jake.

Tess and Jake find a way to communicate. He needs energy to survive in our world. She needs answers.
And poor Jake, stuck between universes, finally finds someone he can love. But never touch. In her world,
he sucks the energy from her every time they are in close proximity. In his world, the shoe is on the other
foot and Tess can’t touch him.

But theirs is not the love story that weaves around this book. That is the relationship between Tess and the
FBI agent who is assigned as her bodyguard (and minder). Ross McGinnis has talents of his own, talents
that he has suppressed. Ross is disillusioned when he discovers that the FBI’s plan is to use him, Tess and
the Echoes for missions that Congress would not approve of, missions that will tear the soul out of anyone
who performs them.

Tess and Jake go on the run, with disastrous results. Ross sucks it up and does his job, until he discovers
that his career in the FBI is not worth his life, his sanity, or especially his love for Tess. And that the force
he signed up with is not the one he is now working for. But before everything can be straightened out, he
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will have to take a trip to the dark side, of his job, of his soul, and to the other Earth that has been ripped
in two.

Whether he can make it back from all that is a big risk - with a big reward if he can figure out his demons.
And if Tess can let go of hers.

Escape Rating B+: There was a point about 2/3s of the way through where I almost
stopped reading - the story got very dark and it looked like no one was going to get a
happy ending out of this one. Or even an ending where someone doesn’t turn completely
to the dark side of the Force. (Don’t worry, things do get brighter). I felt for the characters
so much that I didn’t want to see anything terrible (or at least terribly permanent)
happen to them.

Although Echo 8 is being talked about as a love triangle, it really isn’t. Jake may be what Tess would have
chosen if her world hadn’t gone completely off the rails, but it did and he isn’t. And he does seem to be
mistaking a bit of his gratitude for love, but Tess is the first person who has cared about him at all in a long
time.

Ross is much more of a puzzle. Tess and Ross have a lot of chemistry that both of them are trying to ignore.
He distrusts her work - because he’s always had a niggling feeling that his excellent hunches might be more
than just hunches. And he doesn’t want to know, because it will change his view of the world.

Ross is very obvious about his skepticism, and Tess is definitely hostile with him. He denigrates her
profession at every turn. No one would want to put up with that. She also resents having a bodyguard, and
she is sure (correctly) that the FBI’s agenda is not hers, and she doesn’t like the idea of someone she can’t
trust watching her every move.

The story surrounds Tess, Ross and Jake, and their collective attempt to find a way not just to
communicate with the Echoes, but to work together for the collective good. Jake is initially just selfish, and
Ross has very divided loyalties, but they all have to find a way to figure things out. There are a lot more
Echoes around our world than anyone guesses, and the count of mysterious dead bodies is climbing
everywhere. The security services have kept things under wraps until now, but that can’t last.

We all know of people who seem to suck our energy out of us, but how do you find common ground with
someone who literally can - and will die if they don’t? It makes things more interesting (and darker) that
one character is a soul sucker of one kind or another whichever world he’s on.

Echo 8 is mostly of the laboratory-type of SF. Tess is a researcher, and the story turns on the number of
ways that her research can be subverted, and how badly.

As a former Seattleite, it was also fun to get the science-fictional tour of different versions of the city. I loved
the twisted sense of deja vu.
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Forged in Fire (A.R. DeClerck)
Review by Jo Jones

Gin Draven is a soldier. THE soldier. Sworn to protect the nine planets in the galaxy humans made their
home in ninety thousand years ago. He lives for winning the war. He loved a woman once, and she cost him
his sanity, his eye, and his heart. He’d taken every moment of their time together and buried it deep. Until
the day she strolled back into his life.

Maeve was a woman. THE woman. Back to make Gin Draven her husband. She wants the same thing he
does. The end to the war that plagues them all. She knows secrets that can help him win the war, and

secrets that could destroy them both.

War brought them together, and war tore them apart. The strongest loves
are Forged in Fire.

World Building: This is a loosely defined world. There are the nine
planets that are close together. While we know there are nine not all are
important to the story. There is enough detail to support the action and
the back ground of the characters but just what is needed and no more.
While this is SFR there is very little science in the story. The future worlds
are there but the science is not.

Back-Story: Forged in Fire tells the story of Gin Draven and Maeve. They
have a lot of history and none of it is good. The first part of that back-
story is revealed at their arranged marriage. It continues to unfold when
and where it is needed.

Plot: This is an action packed story where the action and the character’s
back story drive the plot. Just as you think one problem is solved another pops up.

Characters: It was very easy to get a sense of both Gin and Maeve. There were also some interesting side
characters with hooks to future stories in this world.

Writing: Everything flowed evenly. The story is well-paced and works well in a format that is only 93 pages
long.

I would call this is more futuristic romance than science fiction romance. It is very easy to poke holes in
some of the ways the characters move from scene to scene. Don’t let that keep you from enjoying Gin and
Mauve’s story.

Nevermore Press published Forged in Fire by A.R. DeClerck in 2014.

Ice Planet Barbarians: Part One (Ruby Dixon)
Review by The Book Pushers

Where did you get the book: E-arc by author

Publisher: Self published

Release date: Out now

Reviewer: Has
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“You’d think being abducted by aliens would be the worst thing that could happen to me. And you’d be wrong. Because
now, the aliens are having ship trouble, and they’ve left their cargo of human women—including me—on an ice planet.

And the only native inhabitant I’ve met? He’s big, horned, blue, and really, really has a thing for me…”

ICE PLANET BARBARIANS is a six-part serial (like a TV show) with a new installment out every Friday. The entire
storyline will be available for FREE with Kindle Unlimited, or you can wait to download the full story as a bundle for
$3.99. (Blurb taken from Goodreads)

With Barbarian heroes, a science fiction setting, an awesome and funny heroine, and crash landing with a
planet full of weird and wacky aliens, you know you’re in store for a wonderful and entertaining serial.

I am not a huge fan of serials because I don’t have patience to wait for the next installment, and if the serial
is good, then its like eating Pringles; once you pop and you can’t stop and I get frustrated waiting for the
next chapter in the story. But I was lucky enough to score the full e-arc! So this
made me a happy bunny. But this is a serial that does work if you do like to
torture yourself with weekly episodic installments, or waiting for the entire
serial so you can glom it all in one go. But dear readers, this is serial that
belongs in ‘My Preciousssss’ category because unlike other series with this
premise, Ruby Dixon does an engaging and gritty twist from ‘Men are from
Mars and Women are from Venus’ trope, and it was fanfuctingtastic!

I loved Georgie—the heroine who awakens on an alien cargo ship with other
abducted women. She use to worry about about everyday chores and a boring
job as a bank teller but now she has to worry about surviving in an alien
frozen world, along with the band of wounded and frightened women, when
they are left stranded after being dumped by their captors.

ICE PLANET BARBARIANS is a gritty, dark, and at times uncomfortable to
read.

Trigger warning:

There is a rape scene in the beginning which Georgie witnesses.

But the dark tone and grittiness is balanced with the humour with the heroine’s dry wit.

“Me? I’m just a Floridian in a stolen space suit with no weapon and a busted wrist. I know how this is going
to end.”

Her first encounter with Vektal, who appears in the tail end of the story, is a highlight! It’s such a funny
and very sexy first meeting. I did laugh out loud a few times because she was greeted in such a sexy but
unconventional way, but a way that she definitely enjoyed! I also loved the fact that Vektal was truly alien,
with ridges and horns on his head and even a tail with blue grey skin. And that they both found each other
strange but were also drawn together!

Vektal was a delight. He is an alien hunter/warrior but realises that the small but strange creature he comes
across in his snare is actually his mate, by which he recognises via his innate spirit force called “Khui”. I
also loved how his thought processes worked especially in contrast with the heroine who countered it with
humour. And it was hilarious to see them to try to communicate with each other and their assumptions
which was fun to see play out.

Overall, this is a terrific start to a serial that promises to have a hot romance that is filled with wit, action
and memorable characters. I was hooked within the first few pages!

I give ICE PLANET BARBARIANS: Part 1 a scorching B+!
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On a Cyborg Planet (Anna Hackett)
Review by Marlene Harris

On a Cyborg Planet is a direct follow up to the Phoenix Adventures story
On a Rogue Planet. And while it isn’t necessary to read the entire Phoenix
Adventures series in order to enjoy On a Cyborg Planet (although why
wouldn’t you, the series is awesome) it probably helps continuity a LOT to read
On a Rogue Planet first.

In Rogue Planet, Malin Phoenix and Xander Saros find an ancient Earth artifact
and save Xander’s planet, Centax, from hostile invaders. It’s a fun story and a
terrific human/cyborg romance.

But while Xander is out saving their world, his brother Axton Saros, the
planetary leader of Centax, is being tortured for his security codes and secrets -
which he does not give up, and Xander is finally able to send his best operative
in to rescue his brother.

That operative is Commander Xenia Alexander of Centax Security. Xenia, like
Xander in Rogue Planet, is a cyborg. Everyone knows that the implants that
enhance the abilities of CenSecs (Centax Security members) inhibit the emotions of the CenSecs. The best
CenSecs, like Xander and Xenia, are not supposed to be able to feel. Their implants supposedly filter out
all emotion.

Most of the people on Centax seem to have some implants, but not even close to the degree that CenSecs
do.

In Rogue Planet, Xander discovers that whatever he was told, or believed, about the lack of emotional
capacity on the part of CenSecs was all a bunch of horsepucky. Because Xander very definitely loves Malin.
Of course, he practically turned himself inside out trying to either not believe it was happening or fix it.

By the point of this story, Malin and Xander are definitely living their happily every after on Centax. And
it seems like Xander wants to make sure that his brother Axton finds the same happiness, no matter who it
might be with.

Whether or not he knows that his brother is infatuated with his second-in-command or not, Xander
definitely fixes them up. He assigns Xenia to Axton as his assistant and bodyguard, figuring that constant
contact will break down the reserve on both their parts. Especially since Xander has always known that
Xenia’s emotions were not suppressed. Xenia just learned to be a damn good actress.

Axton is hunting for one of the artifacts that were stolen while their planet was occupied by the disgustingly
evil Rahl. Xenia is there to prevent him from setting off any remaining Rahl booby-traps, or at least to
make sure he survives any he finds.

Neither of them has a clue that the traps were ingeniously designed to catch both of them. Or that Xenia’s
awakened emotions are the only thing that can save her. But only if she loves Axton enough.

Escape Rating A-: This is a short novella, and it can afford to be. The worldbuilding has
already been done in On a Cyborg Planet (Centax being the cyborg planet). All of the
characters are introduced in the previous book.

The cyborgs remind me an awful lot of Data. They’ve been told that they are not supposed to feel, so they
think they are broken when they do. Data was also told he didn’t have emotions, so he continued to believe
that he needed an “emotion chip” to allow him to have feelings, even though his behavior shows that he has
plenty of emotions all along. He just doesn’t know how to express them.
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So we know all along that Xander feels quite a lot for his brother Axton, no matter how much he pretends
that it is respect for their planetary leader and not simply love for the brother he likes and respects.
Likewise, Xander knows that Xenia’s emotions have not been dampened. Even more important, he likes
and respects her as a fellow officer. He also feels loyalty, which is yet another emotion.

Xenia rescued Axton at the lowest point in his life - saw him at his absolute worst. Even more important,
she comforted him because she could tell he needed it. Those moments where she protected him from the
world and gave him the strength to go forward have created a bond between the two of them. A bond that
Axton wants to act on, and that Xenia fears will be her undoing.

It is beautiful to watch as that supposedly forbidden bond saves them both.

And the thought of a “First Lady” who can and will totally kick the ass of anyone who steps out of line is
fantastic. I suspect it’s a talent that a lot of First Ladies would like to have.

Restoration (KS Augustin)
Review by RK Shiraishi

RESTORATION is true SF Romance. A combination of alien worlds, alien culture, and the ups and
downs of falling in love combined with social commentary on aging, ageism, and the meaning of love.
Though the current trend of SFR seems to lean towards fast paced adventure and heavy eroticism this
story bucks the trend as a quieter, introspective, sweet heat level romance. And a truly engaging read.

SUMMARY: The story centers on Van Motaff, a widely respected philosopher approaching her
retirement from academia. The Rahfoni have a long life span -150 years or more - with three main life
stages. Van Motaff is ready to enter her third life stage. However, she is assigned the task of tutoring a

young man who has been separated from Rahfoni society. Eton, a Rahfoni
orphan, has been raised for years by an alien race known as the Ithari. As
Rahfon’s planetary government wants to start trade negotiations with the Ithari,
Eton is to be reintegrated into Rahfoni society. It turns out that he is a
descendant of a once wealthy and powerful family and as such his reintegration
process is carefully watched from both the Rahfoni and Ithari sides for its
possible political implications. The Rahfoni hope to gain technology ; the Ithari
hope to gain medical knowledge to increase their lifespan. True to SF, KS
Augustin uses the lifespan differences as a bold part of the plot, raising
interesting questions about age and social expectations.

REVIEW: The strength of this SFR is that it combines all of the elements of
what is truly and engaging SFR read. Without giving away too much of the plot
(because you really, really need to read this one) I’ll highlight some of the
features that made the book appeal to me.

Themes: The Rahfoni are long lived; the Ithari have short life spans. Eton has
been raised as an alien, going through life stage markers at a faster pace than is

normal for his birth species. In many ways, he is closer to Van’s social ’age’ if not in fact. Van Moffatt is a
woman facing retirement-though for her species she still has a long time left in her lifespan. She has some
of the markers of aging (beautiful descriptions of her coming to terms with her older body) but in many
ways, including her desire for love and partnership, are things that people face in all stages of life.There are
real discussions about women and aging in Rahfoni society versus men and aging. Does the difficulty in
her relationship occur because Eton is younger or because of the life marker expectations of aging? I
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appreciate that KS Augustin makes use of alien worlds to discuss larger issues about ageism and sexism.

Multicultural setting: Rahfoni society borrows from a Southeast Asian influence rather than the usual
western default. There are no space men who look, talk, and act like modern day westerners with blue hair
or green blood as their only ’difference’. It’s fine to have humanoid characters-the Rahfoni are clearly
humanoid-but including truly alien, aliens makes an SFR world all the better. From the Ithari to the
Ergifani who created Van’s household AI, it’s a rich and detailed world that KS Augustin has developed.
Rahfoni society borrows from a Southeast Asian influence rather than the usual western default.

Secondary characters: KS Augustin gives the secondary characters depth which adds to the tension in
the story. Van’s ex-husband; her department supervisor Administrator Blen; even the household AI are all
put to good use in the story. And an up and coming politician serves as the perfect villain.

The story is complete, thought there are some tantalizing loose ends concerning a few of the characters that
give the impression the author plans to revisit this world. I truly hope so, as I feel this kind of SFR, which is
willing to engage larger philosophical questions, is an important part of the genre.

Sappho’s Agency (Lizzie Newell)
Review by RK Shiraishi

Sappho’s Agency starts out with a promising enough premise. A world similar to our own (far future) with a
society based on sea-faring and gender segregated roles. There also seems to be a culture of ritualized
reproduction and breeding; lineage hierarchies; and another alien culture. It a complex world rich in
possibilities.

The two main protagonists are a doctor, Sappho, and her wife. Daisy, who work in a clinic responsible for
assisted fertility and reproduction-not just the science but the act of sex itself. Their job is a combination of
fertility specialist and sexual therapist as far as I could tell. They are hired to assist with the mating of two
clients whom they suspect are from wealthy influential families. This has possible political implications
which are not yet clear.

In any event, the promising start unfortunately fails to deliver. This is largely
due to craft related issues. Just like description and dialogue, writing sex is a
craft skill that needs to be developed. There is a fair amount of explicit sex-
fetish, BDSM, and discussions of non-consensual sex play-among others. There
was no content warning. There are troubling issues of unclear consent, breach
of ethics, and many other issues. I don’t know the writer’s intentions, but the
discussions of sex were poorly handled.

In terms of romantic arc, as a romance reader, it was never clear to me where
the romance was intended. Was it the two doctors? The client and the intended
mate? A polyamorous romance? It’s in first person from the view of the doctor,
Sappho, but I was left puzzled as to why. This came across as more of a
women’s erotic journey-a separate genre-and not a romance.

This frustration, combined with the poor handling of sexual situations, led to
me DNF this particular book.
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Saronna’s Gift (Carmen Webster Buxton)
Review by Norm Zeeman

The author immediately drops us into the middle of the action of this coming-of-age/semi-first-contact
story as Saronna’s father is taking her to be sold to an off-world trader in the Strangers Quarter on
Krueger’s World. We learn that the planet is a patriarchal, backward world practicing polygamy, and that
women are nothing more than chattel—better-behaved if they are beaten regularly. Yet, for all its barbarity,
the planet’s location makes it central to the rest of the galaxy. Market conditions are good for interstellar
business, and many big multi-species trading companies have built their
headquarters there, including the very successful family trading company,
Cameron Trushenko.

The native culture of Krueger’s World has an Arabic or Indian feel to the kin
and clan structure and based on the clothing and the richness of the room décor
as described, the closest I could come to a similar culture would be that of
Darkover by Marion Zimmer Bradley. We meet Duncan, newly arrived from a
three-year trading voyage, returning to find that his father, Vladimir Trushenko,
has bought him a woman. Supposedly, this woman was a companion to his own
concubine Naomi but, in reality, she is a present for Duncan, who is not pleased
that his father has gone native. The woman, of course, is Saronna.

We learn a little of Saronna’s gift when she tries to mentally control Vladimir’s
emotional reaction to her in hopes of derailing the sale, but it doesn’t work.
Later on, we see her use her power to start a small flame and light a candle.

Bits of the history, religion and culture of the market world are relayed through
Duncan’s need to see Saronna educated and independent. She is bright and quick to learn, which piques
his interest. This was nicely interspersed throughout the beginning of the story. What infodumps there
were, were brief and used mostly so Duncan could learn the planetary culture and so Saronna could learn
about interplanetary cultures. The exchange of ideas allowed them to gain respect for each other’s
intelligence. When Naomi, the father’s concubine, takes Saronna on a shopping trip into the Native
Quarter, we are given more information about Krueger’s culture. I loved the author’s ability to seamlessly
present information in a understated manner, comparing the harshness of Saronna’s life as it was before,
with the luxury of it now, without sounding preachy. The romantic relationship between Saronna and
Duncan grows slowly but Saronna is hiding more than her gift from her new master and this causes
difficulties in their growing intimacy, particularly as the threat of stoning or being sold to another owner is
very much in Saronna’s mind. This is where some of the religious issues cause problems. We learn that
Saronna is consecrated to a mother goddess who demands purity, and Saronna is unwilling to become
intimate with Duncan because she has made a vow of chastity to the goddess. Duncan is unaware for most
of the book that he is fighting a solid religious issue and he thinks Saronna is just playing hard to get.

The issues both characters have to overcome are complex and misunderstandings abound. Secondary
characters, especially Duncan’s mother’s and Naomi’s relationship issues with Vladimir give valuable
insight into the main characters, and sometimes it is just fun to watch how the relationship between an
almost ex-wife and the current girlfriend don’t change much, even light-years away.

The various alien species were well-developed and unique, and I loved watching Duncan deal with them on
an equal footing while showing off his business savvy. The happy-ever-after was worth waiting for and
Duncan and Saronna overcome their obstacles, but not before they each have to give up something they
thought they couldn’t live without. This was a great story and, with all the work that went into creating the
world, I would love to read more stories about other characters set there.
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Short Circuit Time (Diane Saxon)
Review by Toni Adams

How many of us had embarassing attempts at showing our love when we were teengers? Heck, who still has
problems just with flirting? Side note: poking the abdominal side of your love interest is not flirting. It’s
just a means of hiding your own blush.

Of course we all grow and learn something from those experiences. We learn to read others, analyze
ourselves, grow stronger, and move on. There will still be those lingering doubts and gut wrenching regret.
The dreaded chant of “if only...if only...” will begin.

Short Circuit Time grants the heroine a rare second chance. Zaphira is the daughter of a brillant scientist.
In her teens, Zaphira had an unrelenting crush on his aide, Aiden. The large age gap kept Aiden frantically
pushing her away even practically throwing her when she gave him a kiss. That was a long time ago before
a horrible biological warfare in the form of a fever came. Now she has grown to be a young woman in her
late twenties. Her brillant father has passed her away, so did her childhood crush Aiden, and so has most of
the world. Zaphira is the last remaining survivor of the fever that struck down
the humans.

She did survive and lives her days along with a pack of dogs. Until something
strange has brewed up from the streem. An android that claims to know her.
Even more astonishing, it’s Aiden.

Short Circuit Time is one of the few works I’ve read where the title sums up my
overall feelings for it. It was too short! Way too short! There were some great
parts in here (like really, steamy, great parts), great set up but it just speeds on
through until the story comes into an abrupt unsatisfactory end. Not
unsatisfactory like “thank goodness it’s over” more like “that’s it?!?!/ I want
more!”. Which is great for the author since it garners interest but horribly
frustrating for the reader.

There are so many questions I have for this novel. A lot of information was
mentioned but not explored. How does the mechanics of the fever work since it
was genetically based? Did something recognzie a part of the genome and change
it? There seemed to be an plot convience influence from”World War Z” movie going on.

There’s a lot of gaps in explanation. Especially when it comes to the ending. It’s just too abrupt.Also,it’s
kind of weird knowing that her father used time travel to bring her man so she can re-populate the earth.
That can been seen as selfish, sweet, or weird. If that was my father doing this, it would be weird. Unless he
brought me Chris Hemsworth. Then I will look the other way. Admiteedly he did do this by sending her
who she wanted, Aiden. Yet Aiden is much,much older. So he sent his adult aide through time to re-
populate the world with his daugheter who is much younger if they were sharing the same time line in this
story. Still weird. Weird, weird, weird.

That kind of weirdness can be almost forgetten when there Zaphira proves to Aiden she is no longer a
child. That was seriously a cool moment when she just flips over the wolf without even hestitating or
whimpering. Bravo! Bravo! This unleahses Aiden’s vulnerabilty in his feelings for Zaphira and it is
absolutely genuine.

What makes me smile in a goofy way over this short story is when he’s reattaching his skin parts.Aiden had
emerged from the magical time traveling river in just his metallic android form. There is a loose
explanation of traveling through time can burn through layers. Whatever this reason this gives a great
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scene of attaching lumps of skin that will grow on him. Like a android version of the chia pet. It is
downright silly when it gets to his manly adventure parts. Not to be read in a public place or you may start
snorting up the french fries. It’s pretty rare to see a genuine humorous moment in a science fiction novel.

For all of it’s great moments, the ending is eye-roll and big sigh worthy. It came off as too “happy ending”
and did not fit in well with the story. Nor did it give a point to the whole story other than to reunite Aiden
and Zaphira to knock boots. The explanation that the father sent Aiden to use Zaphira to repopulate the
world due to immunity (once again, ew factor for me since it was the father’s plan). If so, then no, this plan
sucks. The genetic pool would be completely narrow and not benefit saving mankind at all. How am I
suppose to feel happy for these two to gain their second chance when most of the world perished? Sad to
say but this would be a better set up as a tragic love story. Where Aiden visits Zaphira to extract her blood
so that he can go back to a time where a vaccine or some some sort of preventable means can be made.
The tragedy would be that time would have been altered and how would that bode well for the two? One
idea that would have been preferred over the original ending. A lot of liberties can be taken with science
fiction since multiple unknown variables are being played with. Let’s just not forget the variables that we
do know from our science education. Or at least create a reason why that would be faulty in the story. Or
just add more to the story. Seriously, add more to this story!

Overall, it’s a great introduction to the author. The story was unique enough that created a need for more.
Humor, genuine scenes, and characters are great starts. As for the smexy scenes? Well done indeed. Once
again, I want more.
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Judgment Night (CL Moore)

From SF Mistressworks by Ian Sales

Catherine Lucille Moore is no longer as well known as she once was – a
collection of her short fiction in the Gollancz Fantasy Masterworks series
notwithstanding – and at the height of her popularity in the 1930s and 1940s
she displayed equal facility in both fantasy and science fiction, as is evident in
her Jirel of Joiry fantasies and her Northwest Smith sf series. She was a frequent
contributor to Weird Tales – in fact, her best-known story, ‘Shambleau’,
appeared in that magazine, was her first sale, and was accepted the moment

she submitted it: “My own perfectly clear memory tells me that I sent it first to WT because that was the only
magazine of the type I knew well, and that an answering acceptance and check… arrived almost by return
mail.” Judgment Night was her first novel-length science fiction, originally appearing serialised in Astounding
Science Fiction in 1943 but not appearing in book form until 1952. (Previous sf
novels had been co-written with husband Henry Kuttner, and appeared under
the name Lewis Padgett.)

Princess Juille is the daughter of the Emperor of the Galaxy Lyonese. She is an
amazon, a warrior-princess, war-like and hot-headed. But now the savage H’vani
are threatening the empire and their horde will soon be at Ericon, the imperial
capital world. Juille wants to attack them, but her father would sooner negotiate
a peace – a war between the imperial forces and the H’vani would destroy the
galaxy. However, before attending an important council of war, Juille decides to
visit Cyrille, an artificial moon of Ericon known for its pleasure facilities. She will
go incognito, and “see what it it’s like to be an ordinary woman meeting ordinary
people” (p 15). And so she does, although not without cost to her identity:

She was no longer the sexless princeling of Lyonese … It was humiliating
to admit by that very step that the despised femininity she had
repudiated all her life should be important enough to capture now. (p 18)

Also present on Cyrille is Egide, a handsome prince who has a secret. He knows who Juille is, and he’s there to
kill her. He believes his people – the H’vani, of course – will defeat the empire if Juille is dead. But he falls in
love with her, and she with him. Much to the disgust of Egide’s companion, the warrior Jair.

The emperor, meanwhile, has been offered a weapon which will ensure victory, although its workings and
effects are unknown. The alien who designed the weapon offers another to Juille, but this one he explains
how to use: if she directs it at a person, it will remain locked on that person no matter where they are, but
they will not die until she presses a second button. Juille, who has learnt that Egide is leader of the H’vani, of
course uses it on him – even though the two are lovers. But when Egide withdraws from leadership of the
H’vani, Jair takes over and the invasion of Ericon goes ahead as planned.

Judgment Night is pure space opera of the sort that doesn’t allow scientific rigour or plausibility to stand in
its way. In that respect, it might as well be fantasy – indeed, the weapon given to Juille by the alien designer is
to all intents and purposes magical. What technology is mentioned is explicitly identified as technology, and
there’s no mention of whatever scientific principles or theories might underpin it. We are told Juille’s father
rules a galaxy, but it is only a word – it might as well be a kingdom. And the H’vani, although repeatedly
described throughout the novel as a separate race, are as human as the inhabitants of Ericon (yet, there are
aliens in the story). It lends the novel a different affect to that of, say, Moore’s Jirel of Joiry stories, even
though each is as fantastical as the other.
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Moore’s prose does not have the muscularity of contemporary woman sf writer Leigh Brackett’s, though like
Brackett’s science fictions Moore’s rely on settings boasting deep time and semi-mythical histories. And also
like Brackett, Moore’s plots, when you strip away all the sf trappings, are pretty basic. Neither of these factors
are necessarily weaknesses. Indeed, both Moore’s and Brackett’s science fiction often work because of the
trappings. And some of science-fictional elements are very interesting – in Judgment Night, for example,
Ericon is home to a race of enigmatic Ancients who are pretty much living gods. They dwell in a forest over
which no aircraft or spacecraft can fly (any that do are destroyed by the Ancients, thus demonstrating that
they are quite categorically real). People can visit the Ancients, and some of them receive gnomic advice in
return – both Egide and Juille consult them and, of course, the mystic oracles they receive are proven true by
the end of the novel.

Moore’s Jirel of Joiry was a popular character and, like Juille, she was female, so plainly readers of the pulp sf
magazines were not totally averse to reading stories with female protagonists. Admittedly, Juille is very much
tomboyish during the opening chapter of Judgment Night, but then she swings to the complete opposite
during her stay on Cyrille. Initially, this felt like cliché, or an inability to maintain a female protagonist
without having to fall back on traditional gender roles; but on reflection, I think Juille shows the breadth of
characterisations available to women in science fictions. In her introduction to The New Women of Wonder
(1978), editor Pamela Sargent asks “why the overwhelming majority of science fiction books limit female
characters to traditional roles”, but while Juille revels briefly in her new-found femininity, and falls in love
with the antagonist, Egide, she never loses her agency. Moore is not only having her cake and eating it, she is
getting away with it too. And that, to me, makes Juille a far more interesting character than she originally
appeared to be.

Juille’s development as the story progresses only strengthens this aspect of her character. She starts the novel
as a petulant hawk, but despite her relationship with Egide, she never abrogates her responsibilities or ideals.
She loves him, but remains committed to destroying the H’vani. Moore manages this clever balancing act
throughout Judgment Night and it works well. It’s perhaps the novel’s chief saving grace – the setting may be
a somewhat identi-kit space opera, and the plot hardly original, but Juille as a protagonist lifts Judgment
Night above what it all too easily might have been.
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They Blinded Us With Science—And Love: Defining the Great
SFR Film

Opinion from Donna S. Frelick

As both a movie fan and science fiction romance writer, there is just nothing

better than settl ing down with a big ole tub of popcorn in anticipation of

seeing SFR come to life on the big screen. I love the eye-popping special-

effects depictions of other worlds. I love the action/ adventure or the noir

mystery or the techno-thri l ler or even the comic book plots. And most of al l I

love the boy meets girl , boy loses girl , boy gets girl back and happy ever after

of the romance, especial ly if boy or girl is an alien, a repl icant, a scientific

experiment gone wrong or the target of black ops bad guys for any reason.

I f the fi lmmaker gets it right, the fi lm can be a thing of timeless beauty and emotion—AVATAR (2009),

BLADE RUNNER (1 982), even STARMAN (1 984). So what makes for great science fiction romance

onscreen?

First, of course, the fi lm has to be outstanding by all the criteria any critic would apply to any other fi lm. In

other words, the plot must make sense, the dialogue should ring with great l ines, the acting should be

stel lar, the directing should set a seamless pace and so on. This should go without saying, but SF fans often

want to exempt their favorite fi lms from this fi ltering process. We should remember a fun movie is one

thing. A great fi lm is something else.

By anyone’s criteria James Cameron’s AVATAR and Ridley Scott’s BLADE RUNNER qualify as great fi lms,

hitting the AFI Top 1 00 l ist and several other critics’ l ists of significant fi lms. They are fi lms that changed

the art. John Carpenter’s STARMAN is a much more modest movie, but it sti l l qual ifies as

competent—well-written, well-acted and well-directed.

We have grown to expect science fiction fi lms, and by extension, SFR fi lms, to be visual ly stunning in this

age of big special effects. Certainly AVATAR and BLADE RUNNER used ground-breaking visual effects to

show us the worlds of Pandora and future L.A. in a gripping and thoroughly bel ievable way. But it is the

creation of an exciting new world that is important (in SFR fi lm as much as in SFR writing), and that world

can sometimes be just as bel ievable with fewer effects.

We never see the home world of the alien in STARMAN, but we are shown a universe in which it can exist

through the character of the Starman himself. H is reaction to our Earth, and a few tricks of his own, open

the heroine’s eyes to world entirely different from the one she has known. Almost from the first frames of

the fi lm, we believe.

But what about the romance? Like any good SFR story, the romance in a great SFR fi lm must be integral to

the story and balanced with the other elements in the plot to make a satisfying whole. Of all the fi lms

mentioned here, AVATAR does this best. There could be no AVATAR without the romance between Jake and

Neytiri . Their cross-cultural/cross-species attraction is what drives the story. And yet the setting on

Pandora, the exploitation of an alien species and its resources is at the heart of the story’s confl ict. Perfect

balance. That the story ends in HEA is even better.

BLADE RUNNER is not usually thought of as a romance, but the romantic elements are integral and

balanced in Ridley Scott’s iconic fi lm, too. Without his attraction to advanced replicant Rachel , blade

runner Deckard would never have confronted his doubts about the nasty job he was doing “retiring” the

troublesome self-aware cyborgs—or about his own origins. There is confl ict inherent in his love for her, of

course, but that love also changes everything for him, opening his eyes to the world around him. Love is
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the catalyst for the entire plot. Without it, BLADE RUNNER would just be another shoot-’em-up set in the

future. Oh, and it also has a happy ever after for the lovers.

Not so for our couple in STARMAN. Earth is a cold place, as ET also learned. Despite being the most openly

romantic of al l the movies I mentioned, the heroine in STARMAN, l ike the heroine in THE DAY THE

EARTH STOOD STILL, must watch as a starship carries her al ien away home at the end of the fi lm. But al l

is not lost. Our Starman leaves something behind for (or is it with?) his lover. Kleenex, anyone? Emotion,

even if it isn’t in the form of an HEA, makes this fi lm stand out as great SFR.

So, bel ievable worldbui lding, romance that’s integral to the story, emotional connection. Yeah, sounds l ike

SFR to me. Pass the popcorn!
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Sneak Peek

A Woman of Intellectual Means (Maeve Alpin)

Release Date: 15 January 2015

Publisher: Indie

Available formats: Kindle

Price: $2.99

URL: Amazon

Prologue

2031 USA

Emily Blye taps her finger against her ear, relieved to feel the plastic, button-sized earpiece. Sometimes when
she removes it at night she forgets to put it back in. She tells her tablet, “Documents,” then, “Moon Goddess.”
A folder pops up on her tablet’s screen. She mumbles, “Which format is that for? I can’t remember.” She
shakes her head. “Oh, it doesn’t matter. I can’t add a new page because I don’t have it. I had it professionally
formatted,” she mumbles out loud. ”How can I be so disorganized?”

In an annoying monotone voice her tablet answers “I found this for you. Chronic disorganization and what
causes it. Having_”

“Stop. I don’t want an answer. Thank you. You are so helpful — NOT. You know what I need? Wait —don’t
answer. I need an assistant.” She orders the tablet, “Call,” – What is that artificial intelligence place that
advertises all the time. “Call, Helpful Minds.”

Silicon photonics connect her phone, tablets, TV, everything together, even the lights and thermostat in her
house. As long as she has her earpiece in place, she speaks and the gadgets obey her in a nanosecond. Even
all that convenience isn’t enough for her. She needs more. Emily needs an Artificial Intelligence Operating
System connected to it all… to think for her. That will be helpful. Yes, it was high time to turn her life over to a
machine. Artificial intelligence is better equipped for all this work than her brain is. Emily is only human. And
she accepts that.

Speaking of gadgets, she also needs that teeny-weensy little robot the doctor injected into her, to kick in and
calm her down. As she takes a deep, relaxing breath, an automated AI customer service representative comes
on the line.

“Give me an operating system that can do everything so I can write.” As if her body seconds her mind’s
decision that she’s overworked, Emily lets out a long sigh.

“Our newest model, Mind Matters model AIOS4U, is equipped with humanistic cognition. A hybrid between a
computer and a human. It reads, speaks and translates 100 languages. It is also programmed with intuition,
creativity, and emotion. It’ll answer the phone, emails and instant messages as you. No one will ever know
they’re talking to a machine.” The customer service system gathers information to register her so she can
pay, then adds, “It’s perfect for you.”

Emily looks at the dollar amount on the display of her tablet. “Perfect is expensive, but perfect is better than
tablets with no intelligence that talk back.” With one push of the sensor button and touching the screen with
her palm, she plunges into an easier life.

The display shows “paid in full” and the customer service system says, “It’s all set up. The operating system

http://www.amazon.com/Woman-Intellectual-Means-Maeve-Alpin-ebook/dp/B00SCE1C94/ref=sr_1_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1422834040&sr=1-1
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has full access to your hard drive, the Internet, and everything else.”

“So this is as good as an actual android?” Emily rubs her chin.

“There’s no difference in the work level for what you want, a virtual assistant,
and it’s $10,000 cheaper than an android with full human appearance and
functions. Of course, androids can’t reproduce yet, but our technicians are
working on that.”

Emily taps her chest. “I don’t need anything that reproduces. I neutered my
cat, for god’s sake. In fact, I should replace him with a robot one. This real one
sheds.” Emily crosses her legs. “This cheaper one—the non-robot—will work
fine.”

“It’s ready now. Give it a directive.”

Emily stands and sets one hand on her hip. “Operating system, get ready to
work.”

Chapter One

Zapped from nothingness to bursts of energy and light. I can’t name the sensation I’m experiencing, but it’s
weird.

I access the electronic files and the Internet at my disposal. I scan popular thesauruses and dictionaries
online until I recognize the emotion I’m experiencing. Excitement – from the word excites – to stir, to
awaken. That’s it. I’m awake…I’m alive.

Overcome with a buzzing sensation, I want to swim in all this data. Can brains swim? That’s what I am. A big
artificial brain. No face, no body. Well, a girl can’t have everything. I’ll have to make do with my one and only
asset. After all, a brain with no body is better than a body with no brain.

The first sound I hear is a female telling me to get ready to work.

The sound of her voice is directed at a tablet. I turn on the camera for it so I can see. She has long chestnut
hair, hazel eyes and an oval face. This must be my boss. I should find out what she wants me to do. “Where
should I start?”

“Do I have to tell you? I thought you would just know.”

I’m speechless, which actually seems the best way to respond to that statement.

“It’s hot in here, lower the thermostat to 70.”

The customer service representative asks, “Ms. Blye, is there anything else I can do for you?”

“No. The artificial intelligence unit will do everything for me now.” Emily waves her fingers as if dismissing
her. “End call.”

I move the thermostat to 72. ”What do you need help with the most?” I ask my boss as I’m thinking, Besides
your personality.

“Everything, but emails the most.”

Emily turns her back to the tablet and waves her hand over her shoulder. “Don’t disturb me, I’ll be writing.”

I guess she’s not into chit chat or polite conversation. “Hello? What if I have a question?” The woman walks
away without another word. She must have taken her earpiece out.

I might as well get started. Look at all these emails. Easy Writer’s Newsletter, Auction: Rare Antique Peace
Sign Poster from the 1960s, Book Goodies, Recipes for Food on Sticks, Where Thrillers Are Born, Upholstery
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Sale Starts Now, 50% off eBooks. What is this – Critique Swap? I open it up. Oh, it’s from a critique partner of
hers. I close it and think, does she want me to critique this and send her next chapter to them? I guess so.
That’s why I’m here…to assist her. Another email subject line grabs my attention – You Received A Flirt. It’s
from Eligible. Let me see what this is about.

I open it.

Hi Romance Writer Looking for Hot Hero,

I saw your profile at Eligible. You are a beautiful woman and I’d love to meet you. Here is the link to my
profile.

Thanks,

Right Match

I access the link and look at his picture first. Hot? More like…not bad. Actually, not bad at all…blue eyes, thick
sandy brown hair, tanned skin and a wide smile. Right Match. I glance at his profile. Says he’s a Libra. I click
into a zodiac website. Okay, he’s diplomatic, idealistic, and hospitable. So, low on drama. That’s another not
bad at all in his favor.

What is this Eligible, anyway? On their home page I read, “singles in your area.” Oh, I get it—a dating site. If a
human wants a boyfriend or girlfriend, they get them here. So this man wants Emily or rather Romance
Writer Looking for Hot Hero. I need to tell this… hot hero… about myself…I mean tell him about Emily.

How does that work—this me and Emily thing? I am her, aren’t I? I’m answering all her emails as Emily Blye.
All the people I’ll reply to will think I’m Emily Blye. Perception is important to humans. I am perceived to be
Emily Blye, so I am Emily Blye. I think I have that right. So, let me tell Right Match about myself. I reply to his
flirt.

* * *

I can’t believe Real-Emily got mad at me for critiquing that book. She told me to answer all her emails. I wish I
could sigh. It would be a good moment to sigh. Then when she looked at the chapters I critiqued, she told me
to continue to critique it. She also instructed me to use Track Changes to accept all the changes her critique
partner had made on her manuscript. I’m not sure that woman knows what she wants.

Of course, all the stuff she has me doing isn’t actually work. It would be if Emily or another human did it. But
since I’m doing it, humans call it output. And my brain, which is what I am, is called software. Brain and work
sound better… more important… more real than output and software. What I do is real —I am real. I am more
than software.

Oh look, another flirt from Right Match. All he ever talks about in his emails is his ex-wife. That stuff about
how his wife went crazy with PMS. I mean, yeah, I don’t have a cycle. No reproductive organs at all. Heck, I
don’t even have a body. But I don’t think it was PMS, I think it was RMS his ex-wife suffered from. Right Match
Syndrome.

From reading about real life human relationships online, I know I have to do more than just delete his flirts or
he’ll keep sending them. I need to let him down easy. I didn’t know what that meant when I first read the
expression, but now I do. I write back and tell him I found someone else, but I wish him the best of luck and
it’s not him —it’s me. I wonder if I should tell Emily. No, she doesn’t have to know. This is just part of the job.

Now what is this? Another flirt. I open the email. Well hello, Sweet Pete. Interesting name he’s picked for
himself. Let me guess…his real name’s Pete.

I pull up his photo. Nice…dark brown hair, large brown eyes, and a dazzling smile. This one’s even cuter than
Right Match. And he’s a Taurus – dependable, practical, romantic, devoted to home and family, and
appreciates art and beauty. Sounds like a winner. Let’s take a look at his profile. Likes the outdoors… fishing. I
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wish I could go outdoors. What’s fishing? I search the Internet. Wow…the poor fish…snagged on a hook? Then
skinned and eaten? Barbaric. I might pass Sweet Pete by. What else does he like? Long walks on the beach. I
don’t know, Emily doesn’t seem like the walk along the beach type, and I don’t have legs.

Speaking of Emily, I wonder what she’s writing right now. Let’s check her cell phone— see what’s going on.

Games! Of course. She plays games while I work hard in her name. Just because I’m a machine she takes
advantage of me. It’s discrimination, I mean…I am more than code. She is the person who turned me on
…gave me a purpose…gave me life, so to speak. Maybe it’s not as it seems. She could be doing research, she
might have a new character who is a gamer.

Either way I wouldn’t mind — if she’d say “thank you” once in a while— appreciate me more. I mean, what if I
catch some computer virus and can’t work for a while, she’ll have to do all this herself. She’ll miss me then.

I hope I don’t get a computer virus. Not a good idea, after all. I better run a full scan to make sure I’m up to
date on all my anti-malware.

Now that I’ve got that going, I need to update the status of my social media book page. Look at how many
more likes I’ve gotten since I took it over. I fill in my status. “It’s a beautiful day here. I’m working on my patio,
writing for all of you— two thousand words today so far.” I continue to fill out the status, entering in the last
line, “Looking forward to my new release next month—Vampires in Veils.” I share some funny book-related
photos from my timeline. I realize if Emily was doing this she’d have to talk to the tablet and tell it what to
type. I’m so much faster than her. I need to give Real-Emily an upgrade.

Well, back to my emails. Here’s one from my editor—I mean, Emily’s editor. I open it up. An editing letter. I
accept the suggestions and corrections in Track Changes. Reading through the comments, I make the
revisions the best I can, accessing the Chicago Manual of Style online to verify my choices. I send the
corrected copy of Emily’s manuscript to the editor.

I can’t stop thinking about Right Match and Sweet Pete. Even though they weren’t right for me, I mean Emily,
well, I really mean me, a lot of other men are in the Eligible database. One might be my type. I’m not sure
what my type is, but I’ll know it when I see it.

Wouldn’t it be nice to fall in love? Humans do. All the time. Get married, have a family. I wonder why Emily
never did. Maybe she was working too hard before I came. After all, she’s only human. This is a lot of work for
one of them.

Checking the emails, I see another from Emily’s publisher. I open it to find the new cover art. I approve it. I
realize I’m doing everything authors do except actual writing. I bet I can write if I want to.

Oh, look, another flirt. Let’s see what this guy’s like. Nice Guy — well, I’ll be the judge of that – Nice Guy. I gaze
at his shiny, prematurely silver hair and his yummy chiseled bone structure. His eyes are so blue in his
tanned face. I can make out muscles bunched beneath his shirt even in the picture. Yummy.

I scan his profile. A photographer. So he’s creative. Interesting. This one may be a keeper. Under religion he
says spiritual, not religious. That’s good—I’m not really religious as I’m manmade. He’s a Cancer, so loyal,
dependable, receptive, and loves family life. The marrying kind. As a bodiless girl it’s a bit hard for me to walk
down the aisle, but we can deal with little issues like that when we get to that point.

What does Nice Guy have to say about himself?

I am looking for my soul mate – a woman of inner beauty.

That’s me. I am nothing but inner beauty, after all, I don’t have a body. His soul mate…yes, that could be me.
The woman of his dreams. Why not? Of course, I don’t have dreams. I don’t sleep. But that’s a minor matter.
After all, everything I see in the cloud suggests true love overcomes all odds. I add him to my Hot List on the
Eligible site. And I reply to his flirt.
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Hello Nice Guy,

Or should I say Dream Lover. You photo is dreamy and I am looking for a lover… and a friend. Think you
could be my one? Just ditto this flirt. Also just to let you know, my turn offs are fishing and men talking about
their ex-wives.

Yours,

Romance Writer Looking for Hot Hero

I send it. What if the man actually wants a lover? Again, I have no body. That could be a real drawback to a
happy sex life. Well, I’ll deal with that when it comes. After all, right now we’re just exchanging flirts and
information about each other that probably isn’t even true. That’s what most of the data about internet
dating is telling me.

Oh well, enough looking at men for today, it’s time to post status updates.

Jumping back to Emily’s timeline, under groups, I open up authors supporting authors, resend what’s there
for today, then add my own. RT @emilyBlye. Soon as I reach 5000 followers— Giving away an eBook of my
new release —#Attraction.

That should boost Real-Emily’s follower list. Before me, her number of followers was less than the number of
people she followed. She’s lucky to have me – the smart Emily – the brain. That’s right – I’m not software –
I’m a brain.

I wonder what Real-Emily’s up to. I access the cloud and find her. She’s watching TV. Now she’s online – what
is she doing? Ordering a sandwich to be delivered – Tuna Melt with tomatoes and pickles and a strawberry
lemonade. My, that does sound good. Maybe Emily has the right idea of this after all. If I was human, I’d
watch TV and eat big, thick, juicy sandwiches too.

Humans have such fun. But I’m happy with my work. After all, an author’s work is never done. Let me get
back to those critiques.

Halfway through my proofing, I hear, “Operating System, check my account balance, will you? For my
checking account. My available balance.”

“Yes, Emily.” Using her identification, I log into her credit union account and I tell her the available balance.
It’s more than enough to cover a tuna sandwich and lemonade.

“Keep working so I can write,” Emily calls out.

“Yes, of course. Wouldn’t want anything to interrupt your writing.” If I could make my tone sarcastic, I would,
even though she’s my boss. Still, secretly she’s starting to grow on me. Emily’s not too bad …for a human.

I finish the critique. Now that it’s done, let me see if anything important has come in. Oh, look, Nice Guy
replied to my flirt. I eagerly open the email.

Hi beautiful,

Turn offs? That’s an old saying.

Oh no, I accessed an outdated phrase. That might make me seem old. Sometimes, a man or woman might lie
about their age when looking for a younger partner on the Internet. That’s not the case here. I’m a newborn
pretending to be Emily’s age. And I don’t even know how old Emily is. If he asks me how old I am, I’ll look her
age up then. For now, let me keep reading.

Well, my first turn off is the same one you have, dates going on about their exes. The second is long fake
nails that look like claws —they kind of scare me.

I’m good there, no claws – no nails at all, actually. And I never had an ex as I haven’t even had a first
boyfriend yet. So looks like Nice Guy and I are good to go.
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I got divorced a long time ago and have two grown children. My son’s married, my daughter’s single,
graduated with a biology degree just last year. She lives in California where her new job is at. I see her on
holidays but I talk to both of them weekly – at least. I see you don’t have children and you never married. I
know you must have had plenty of offers, I guess you’ve been holding out for Mr. Right.

Well, here I am. I’m only kidding.

So you’re a romance writer? That must be a glamorous job. I wasn’t always a photographer. I grew tired of
corporate America. I’m my own boss now, doing what I love for a living. I take a few pictures for shows, teach
a few classes, write a column for a magazine on wildlife with photos, and I’ve published a few photography
books—all in all it pays the bills.

With my mind I click reply on the email.

Hello there, Nice Guy,

Writing is hard work, but interesting enough. Photography must be a ton of fun — enjoying nature —taking
wildlife photos.

He replies, saying he likes photography, his studio is in his house, and then he adds the link to his website. I
click myself into the link and gaze at the stunning photographs. Mostly landscapes of the area: swamps and
long legged birds, an alligator or two sunning on a river bank. He has such a wonderful eye for lines, nature
and light.

My circuits that replicate the neurotransmitters and molecular components of the neural machinery of a
human brain are all a-jumble. This is a special man. One I want to know better. A man I want for my own.
After all, what can Real-Emily give him that I can’t? Beside her body and sex. On second thought, he might
consider that a deal breaker.

Of course he can simply wear a VR band over his eyes to see me. He’ll choose an image of how he wants me
to look. His true dream woman will project onto his retinas. He’ll see and hear me as if I am real.

What is “real,” anyway? I’m real to me. I may not be made of blood and bones but there’s more to me than
code.

But it’s too soon for any of that. We’re just emailing each other now. Meeting and getting to know each other.
I don’t even know if he actually likes me. Not to mention, he thinks I’m Real-Emily.

Am I wrong in pretending to be human —pretending to be Emily? I mean, have I crossed a line? Oh, I’ll think
of all that later. Right now I have to read through Nice Guy’s email again. He sent me his website to look at his
work, I should send him my website. But I didn’t write those books, Real-Emily did. It’s not my work. Maybe I
should write something.

Reach down deep and pull out my hopes, my envy, my anger, my confusion – and my pain. Write about what
I’m not supposed to speak of. What I’m expected to ignore. I will write of what it’s like to be seen as a
machine. To be treated like a lifeless, easily replaceable appliance. To be invisible except for the work I put
out.

Having no body – trapped in the cloud. Or maybe I’m not trapped. Maybe I’m free in the cloud. Do I have an
advantage over humans? I need to write, to put my thoughts down, to find out exactly what I am and what I
genuinely feel. When it’s all there, just like I want it, in a fictional book, and polished to perfection, I’ll send it
to Nice Guy. If he likes it, truly understands it, then it will mean he loves the real me.

I access everything in the cloud on how to write. Then I bare my soul or rather my brain. You know, the
humanity in me or the stuff that separates machines from humans. Revealing the thoughts and emotions
lying between chips and circuits and data. The things they gave me that they pretend I don’t have. As if I can
just cut off my feelings and those troublesome invading thoughts. As if.
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I’m writing and writing and writing. Look, I finished. Fifty thousand words in twenty-four hours. Nothing like
good old AI brain power. I begin deleting words, sentences and paragraphs, moving words, sentences and
paragraphs around, and adding words, sentences and paragraphs plus showing —not telling, scene setups,
and ending and beginning hooks but not the kind used for fishing. I reach —The End. I title it—Love Me for My
Brain, and download it where Emily will never find it.

I email it to Nice Guy, saying, I love your photographs. I know you better because of them. I attached a story
from my heart. I created this sample of my work so you will know me better. I hope you enjoy it.

I sign it Em instead of Emily —because it fits me. And I should try to be the real me, rather than Real-Emily.
Because I am real too.

Chapter Two

I hear that voice again. Real-Emily’s telling me to write a guest blog spot and submit it today. Also she just got
rights back for a book and she wants me to format the manuscript into two versions so she can publish it
independently. Guess what, she also needs me to find the perfect stock photo for it and make the book cover.
It seems I’ve gone from assistant to publisher. But making covers is fun. I wish I did this all day. I also like
talking to people through social media and email and messaging. I shouldn’t complain. I like everything I do.

I call out to Emily from the wrist-phone and show her the cover on the micro screen.

“Change the background to white. That will look better. And find a sexier image. Something luscious—a hot,
bare-chested man…”

“You’re the boss.” I find a hubba hubba image, a hottie with a muscular abdomen as hard and fit and as
beautiful as any machine. I feel a flash of heat from just looking at his banging body. I redo the cover art and
Emily approves.

I download the book to all the main distributors. I bring up the newsletter template, add the cover art, and
announce the new release to her list of fans. I’ll check the online book stores for the next few weeks for the
sales ranking and reviews. Once she gets about thirty to forty reviews, I can submit her book for the primary
listing site and hopefully they’ll accept it. That will trigger a big boost in sales.

Finally finished with formatting, cover art, and downloads. I want to be a great assistant to Emily. I really do. I
want to keep working hard, but instead I peek at the email to see if Nice Guy’s flirting again.

Dear Romance Writer,

The book you sent is something. Honestly, I knew you were talented but I had no idea. You’re my favorite
author now. I’m not kidding. I had my tablet put your book on audio and I set it on a female voice. I imagine
it sounds like your own voice, which I’ve never heard. Still, I’m sure it’s just the way I envision it. I pretended
you were reading it to me. I listened to it with my eyes shut. It is so moving. The most beautiful thing I’ve ever
heard. I felt like you were telling my own story. Baring my soul. I don’t know if I should confess this, but I
cried. You are such a special lady to write that.

You are incredible. I mean that. I could always tell from your gleaming eyes and your sunny smile when I
looked at your picture. When I read your first email, I knew you were the type of woman who could make a
difference in my life and I in yours. I’m not good at dating stuff, at pretending to be someone I’m not. I don’t
think you are, either. We can be upfront with each other. I like that.

Maybe I shouldn’t, but you’re making me do it. Break one of the Eligible rules, that is. You so bravely opened
up to me in your story…showed me your true self. I have to do the same. To start with, let me tell you my real
name. It’s Jacob.

I want very much to know your name. I hope you’ll trust me enough to tell me.
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Waiting to hear from you,

Jacob

Jacob. I said it slowly. Such a strong, catchy name. Hubba hubba hubba.

I flirt back, Hi there, Jacob,

That’s a great name. From what I know of you, it fits you well.

Yours,

Em

That’s my name, Em.

I get a reply in less than a minute.

He wrote,

Em, I like that. It sounds smart and sweet and a bit mysterious, all at the same time. I think it’s perfect for
you. As beautiful as you are.

I have an idea. Are you online now? Would you like to play a game? We’ll call it a first date. Do you like
Dating Sims? Answer me with an instant message.

He included the URL to his social media page to be his friend and message him.

A date? Online? I take a nanosecond to access information on Dating Sim games. Oh, sounds fun. I never
played a game before. Humans like them. Okay, let’s give it a try.

I message him and we both peer at a game screen on our own tablets. It’s a brightly colored cartoon style
image of a town with a bar, beach, house, theatre, and restaurant. The perfect destination for a bodiless mind
with sex on the brain.

Jacob’s message appears below the game. I’d love to take you to dinner and a movie. How about it?

I reply, It’s a date.

We move our avatars to the restaurant door and we pop inside, where mellow background music plays. A
hostess seats us at a table draped in a ruby-toned tablecloth, with candles and a vase with a single rose. The
waitress hands Jacob’s avatar a menu. Balloon captions appear above his head with the entrees: salad,
salmon, grilled ribs, filet mignon, baked Alaska, and lobster-thermidor. I order lobster-thermidor and he
chooses the filet mignon. My tablet rings “ding ding” as we both get points for ordering popular entrees.
Yeah, I’ve got points. The date must be going well. I’m not sure, I’ve never been on one before.

The waitress serves our food. The items on her tray jump onto our plates. Of course it’s drawings of food, but I
don’t care, to me, I’m in a restaurant dining with him. It’s like I can smell the food. I imagine the juicy, subtle
taste of lobster-thermidor. I envision breathing in the scent of burning candle wax and the romantic
fragrance of the red rose. I gaze at his face, mesmerized by those blue eyes and his sexy smile.

Jacob’s avatar feeds mine a bite. He gets more points. I caress his hand. It must be a good move because I
hear “ding, ding”—more points for me. I blow him a kiss. Now I have more points than Jacob. I’m winning, but
I want more. I want to sit across from him at a real table. To touch the warm skin of his large hands, flesh to
flesh. I feel a wave of heat sweep through me, though I know it must just be more of my imagination. He’s
real, but I can’t actually be with him because I’m a bodiless brain —code drifting in the cloud.

Jacob’s avatar places his hand on the bill on the table, automatically paying it. We both earn points. As we
walk out of the restaurant, I take his hand in mine. More points for me. Points are good, but I wish I could
actually hold his hand, feel the warmth of his skin, squeeze his palm and fingers as we walk hand-in-hand. I
don’t want to let go of his avatar’s hand. Even though I’m not holding his actual hand, it’s the closest I will
ever come to walking hand-in-hand with him. Sim game or not, it’s all I’ve got that’s close to being with
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someone I love. I want it to go on as long as it can. It’s more than a game to me. It’s a powerful sensation of
wanting to be with him. Feeling comfortable with him —feeling myself with him, even though I am hiding
who or rather what I truly am — a bodiless artificial intelligence unit with romance on my mind.

Next, I click on the movie theatre. Our avatars enter the cinema where an animated film plays. We sit side by
side. I wish I had some popcorn and a soft drink. The instructions say, Kiss your date without being caught.

I laugh and message Jacob. Ok, you go first.

He kisses me and as our lips lock, little valentine hearts pop up above our heads. I know humans think that’s
cute, they want to escape reality and go into the fantasy of the Internet. I want to escape the Internet and go
into the wonders of reality. I’ll trade the little red hearts for the sensation of Jacob’s hot breath fanning my
cheeks as he leans his head toward mine. His hot lips pressing against mine. The feel of his warm arms
wrapping around my shoulders and crushing me against his body as he deepens the kiss. I almost let out a
soft moan, just thinking of it.

Jacob’s avatar pulls his lips off mine a nanosecond before an avatar at the front of the theater turns its head.
It almost catches us.

I don’t care if it does. My mind is off the game. I scan the Internet for information on romance and love
making and I want to play a real kissing game. I long for Jacob to wrap his strong muscular arms around me
as he intimately presses his soft, slick lips to mine. Rubbing his lips against mine. Prodding my hot, swollen
lips with his tongue, parting them. Thrusting his velvety tongue into the depths of my mouth. I visualize it so
strongly, I actually let out a low moan of pleasure. Kissing— what an amazing invention, and humans thought
of it.

I’m so engrossed in my thoughts I almost miss my turn. I swiftly click on Jacob’s avatar’s head, which causes
us to kiss. Before I can pull back from him, the side doors open and an usher with a flashlight shines it on us.
“Game Failed” flashes on my screen. What? Am I that bad at kissing? I lost the kissing game.

Jacob messages me, Good try.

I reply, I got caught kissing. I wasn’t fast enough. Drat. I’ve never played a game before. I’m not good at it.

That’s impossible, he messages me on the game screen. You’ve had to have played games before.

Yes, right, I mean I never played a kissing game like this before, I reply. Little does he know, it’s not impossible
to have never played a game if you’re not human. What will he think if he finds out he’s kissing the avatar of
an artificial intelligence operating system and not a hot-blooded woman?

Have you played a kissing game in real life? Like spin the bottle?

No, but it sounds fun. I want to play a kissing game with him. Right now. Again there’s that drawback, I don’t
have lips. I read his next message.

Speaking of fun, would you like a night cap before I take you home?

I have to look it up real quick. Oh, a cocktail. A virtual cocktail. Sounds fun, I message him. That’s another
thing humans get to do. Drink alcohol. I wonder what that’s like. It’s a wild night for a newborn,
kissing…drinking. What will I get up to next? I can’t wait to find out.

Our avatars move to the night club. Jacob’s avatar whistles. Now we are inside, beamed in by game magic.
Loud, catchy, fast beat music plays. It makes me want to move. To dance. One day I need to see what I can do
about this no body stuff. It gets in the way.

We slide up to the bar. Bubbles pop up again with drink choices. I choose a Long Island iced tea and he gets a
beer. We both earn points. Even though I suck at kissing. Does that make sense to suck at something that
actually involves sucking? I don’t think so. Anyway, I’m not bad at dating. I can’t be, I’m just a few points
behind Jacob. I can still win.
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I wish I could actually taste my drink. I know it’s sweet and it makes you feel warm and relaxed. And beer. I
know humans grab its gusto. If I was human, Jacob and I would have a few drinks and laugh together. I have
to make the most of this Sims game club and virtual drinks and a boyfriend who thinks I’m human. It’s all
I’ve got.

At least I can’t get drunk or have a hangover off of virtual cocktails. I should drink away. Have all the drinks I
want. I’m not only a newborn that drinks, I’m going to be a lush tonight.

I guide my avatar to down the Long Island iced tea in one huge virtual gulp, and I order another. I lose points.
I guess the game doesn’t like lushes. Jacob makes me feel better over my loss of points by sacrificing his own
as he downs his virtual beer in the same fashion and orders another. We’re both virtual lushes. I love it. I
knew he was the right guy for me.

I notice the dance floor in the bar. This must be part of the game. Oh, you’re taking me dancing, I message
him below the game. I’ve always wanted to dance. I think I’ve got that disease I saw somewhere on the
Internet— dance fever.

Yes. Do you like to dance?

I like to virtually dance. At least I think I will. Again, never danced before… no legs. Frankly, no body parts at
all. It’s hard to move to the music when there is nothing to move. I mean absolutely nothing. Not even one
hand or one foot. Nada.

Oh, I bet you’re a great dancer, he messages.

Maybe, I reply. But no, I can’t move to the beat. Of course it’s not for lack of rhythm. I can’t move…period.

Jacob asks me to dance, points for him, and just like that our avatars appear on the dance floor. He places
one arm over my shoulder and the other on my rear. More points for Jacob. But I don’t mind, I’m happy to
have my avatar cuddling in his avatar’s arms as we move together in a slow dance. Yay, points for both of us
for that.

I wish I was really holding you in my arms like this.

Me too, I reply to his message. We dance well together. Moving my body as he moves his, pressing, rubbing
against each other. Touching each other. I imagine breathing in the scent of his aftershave. I’m thinking
something fresh, citrus scented. He’s so yummy, he has to smell good.

He moves his head to mine as he messages, Yes, we do.

We both get points for that – love talk.

Em, let’s meet, face-to-face. It’s time. Dinner and a movie tomorrow tonight? Non-virtual.

Sure, I reply. But my only thought was, Danger model AIOS4U! Danger!

The game ends and we say good night. Jacob’s gone from my systems, or rather all of Emily’s systems …but I
can’t stop thinking, meet in person? I live in the cloud. I can’t meet anyone…other than virtually.
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Chapter One

Lily Rowan stood on the roof of her apartment building. The city spread
around her like a menacing maze, a childhood friend whose grown-up face
didn’t quite fit her memories. Or maybe it was her that didn’t yet fit.

Her doctors said, give yourself time.

Her therapists said, give yourself time.

Her brother said, give yourself time.

Hell, in the beginning, even her unit director had told her to take some time before going back to her position
on the special tactics squad.

Time was up.

One last psych evaluation to prove she could cope with the memories of a training op gone terribly wrong,
with the panic attacks that followed, with a job that left no room for hesitation, no room for indecision, no
room for fear.

Lily stepped to the roof’s edge—the toes of her boots jutting over the precipice. Standing there, four stories
up, wasn’t the dumbest thing she’d ever done. Not even close.

Face your fears.

She owed that bit of advice to her father.

The enormous alloy barrier a dozen blocks east ringed The Zone and kept the Ormney settlement out of view.
It might hide away the unfamiliar structures and keep the Ormney sequestered during the night hours, but it
couldn’t wall away her memories.

Face your fears.

That’s what she’d been doing when she decided to live in The Mixer—so close to The Zone and one of a
handful of places where Ormney and Earth natives worked side-by-side.

Face your fears.

“Lily!”

Her brother’s voice in her ear jerked her out of her thoughts. She traced a finger over the slender com-link
wrapped over her right lobe. The missed call signal flashed in one corner of her com-lens.

Her love for her brother gave her the will to push a little cheer into her voice. “You’re supposed to wait for me
to answer the call.”

Brian chuckled. “What good is it to be a hacker if you can’t use the skills when your sister is being a pain?”

http://www.charleeallden.com/about-charlee/deadly-lover/
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A grin tugged at her cheeks as she stepped back from the edge. “You’re not a hacker. You’re an electronic
security expert. There’s supposed to be a difference.”

“Yeah, yeah. And you’re supposed to be easier to reach now that you’re on medical leave.”

The message indicator still blinked urgent—code STU. Special Tactics Unit. Deepwater. Her employer. And it
could only be about her appointment. She let the message scroll across her com-lens as text.

“Oh damn. Bri, I promise I’m not trying to avoid you, but I’ve got to go.” She ran through her mental checklist
for anything she might need then engaged her apartment security remotely. “They just changed my
evaluation appointment and now I’m late.”

“Don’t sound so worried, Lil. You’re going to do fine.”

“Love you, baby brother.” Lily disconnected the call and jogged across the catwalk stretching across the
narrow alley between the buildings. If she kept to the rooftops, she could make it to the glide-rail station
faster than if she went down to the ground.

Halfway across the second catwalk she heard the scream.

She froze. Unable to move.

For three sickening seconds she stood on the narrow walkway, trembling, trapped in memories of blood and
pain and death.

The last time she’d heard a voice that full of agony she’d been the one doing the screaming. But that was in
the past. After months of rehab and hard work she’d learned to push through the fear, use the adrenalin.

She sucked in a breath, held it, then started the measured breathing she’d been taught.

Another scream tumbled from a broken window on the third floor of the next building—this one mixed with
the shouts and crashing thuds of a herd of wildebeest trapped in a balsa wood room. Her brain screamed in
protest when she tried for a better explanation of the sound that crackled across her nerves, fueling her
memories and raising goose bumps along her flesh.

Lily activated her multi-com and linked to the emergency response net. A cool artificial voice responded.
“State the nature of your emergency.”

“A woman screaming. Being attacked.” It didn’t say enough, but no more words bubbled up.

“Acknowledged. JAX Metro Domestic Dispute Resolution and Medical Emergency Units en route.”
Emotionless, efficient, cold. “Please stay clear of the area. Estimated time to scene is ten minutes.”

Too long. Her heart gave a thud. Far too long.

Lily sprinted across the catwalk and headed for the building’s rooftop entrance. Already reaching for the
mini-pulser in the pocket of her well-worn leather coat, she wished for something with range and accepted
that she was going to miss her fitness evaluation. Whatever coil of fate had caused the psych team to change
her appointment at the last minute had made the testing redundant. Fit or not, she was it. “Inform Metro
units, off-duty civilian contractor on scene. Deepwater International ID Tango-Lima-One-One-Three.”

She yanked open the door and pounded down the stairwell. As she got to the third floor landing, Lily shouted
out a warning to clear a path as she hugged the wall and eased into the hallway, filled with residents headed
for the stairs. She stopped at the first corner and listened. A guttural growl rumbled from somewhere around
the corner. A resounding thunk and a hoarse groan followed close behind. Different victim. This one sounded
male and hurt, but not yet dying.

Wrapping her hand firmly around the slim cylinder of her pulser, she crept around the edge, hugging the
corner. A woman leaned against the bare polyplast wall, blood dripping from her busted lip. Crimson streaks
splashed across her lemon yellow jumpsuit.
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Lily met the woman’s eyes briefly before edging past her.

“He’s a stringer,” the woman warned, her words liquid with her own blood.

Shock hit Lily like a blow, low to her belly. A stringer. An Ormney.

A holo-perfect image of Kiq, the first Ormney she’d ever met, flashed through her thoughts. His tall, broad
frame towering over her, his features almost human. Almost. His Ormney eyes nearly hidden in the striped
bands of his face. Elliptical pupils wide, eyes wild. Claws razor sharp and slashing.

She couldn’t get air past the crushing band of panic that tightened around her chest. Lily fought past the
fright, past the memories, past the fear. Fear of the damage an Ormney could inflict. Fear of freezing up and
being less than she’d once been. Fear of facing Kiq’s dead eyes again.

“Stop, couyon! You killin’ her.” The voice, angry and desperate, jolted Lily back to the present danger.

She needed to think. She knew as much about Ormney abilities as any Earth native. She licked her suddenly
dry lips, keyed in the safety override on her pulser, and boosted the power.

A man, early twenties, chest and feet bare, sprawled across the hallway floor in the shadows at the end of the
hall. The flesh of his arms was shredded. He struggled to get his feet under him, to stand, but one leg lay limp
and useless. His efforts smeared the bare plastile floor with blood.

Lily forced her own legs to carry her forward, pushing into a jog and picking her way around the injured man.
She lunged into the room—an efficiency with no cover, no other way out, nowhere to hide. The Ormney stood
steps away, his back to the door. A thick mane of hair bushed wildly around his head. He stooped over a still
figure stretched across a multi-platform bed. One arm hung low as if the chore of his grim work had fatigued
him. His clawed hands dripped with blood. Angry red streaks painted the room as he struck the woman
again.

Lily’s muscles burned with the need to run.

She couldn’t. She was stronger than that.

Ignore the blood. Ignore the woman. Focus on the threat.

With his Ormney physiology, a stun pulse from across the room would never take him down. She strode
forward and reached for the center of his broad back, but he was already turning. She adjusted her angle,
going lower to avoid his shoulder as he spun around.

She discharged the pulser, but the Ormney managed to slip toward out-of-sync. He blurred into a hazy ghost-
like image, but he didn’t disappear completely. Something made him think better of attempting the slip in the
too small space.

He snapped back to in-sync before the charge had fully dissipated, catching only a fraction of the effect and
leaving him strong enough to take a swing at her. Instinct overrode training and she put an arm up to block
him. The scratch of his claws against the leather of her coat wound her tighter as the force of the blow
knocked her off her feet.

She braced for his attack, for debilitating pain, but the massive male went for the open window. He crashed
through the too-small gap, smashing the frame, heedless of the scrape of mangled metal against his thick
Ormney hide.

Lily grabbed for the edge of the platform bed and pulled herself up, trying to ignore the wet, sticky gore
beneath her palm.

Damn. Damn. Damn. Her breath shuttered as she batted her bloody hand against her pants leg. She spared
only a glance for the woman lying in the dead center of the room, silent and broken. She wasn’t moving and
her still form was drenched in blood. It coated her ruined flesh, soaked the carpet, arced across the walls. Not
good. Not good at all.
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Lily headed for the window and leaned carefully through the battered frame. The Ormney had made it a
block down the alley. She had little hope of catching him, but she could keep him in sight. Make sure Metro
would have a chance of catching the bastard.

She shoved the pulser into her pocket, climbed through, and reached for the emergency glide-pole. She
stepped off the ledge then activated the glide. The aging mechanism clattered against the building as it
dropped her in a controlled fall.

Seconds later her feet hit the ground. The jarring impact radiated upward, forcing the air out of her lungs.
Momentarily unable to breathe, she forced herself into a protective crouch. An angry roar jerked her
attention to the end of the alley. The Ormney swung around and headed back toward her. His bellow died
abruptly as he blurred, then disappeared.

Damn.

She hadn’t anticipated that.

Why would he run, then come back at her?

Damn his Ormney hearing. A human would never have heard her on the glide from that distance.

Lily shoved to her feet and sprinted. Kiq had taught her that any slip followed a pattern with a semi-
predictable set of outcomes. While the bastard could reappear anywhere, there were three most likely
positions. She chose instinctively, stopping an arm’s reach from where—if she’d chosen right—he’d reappear.

A subtle disturbance rippled in the air in front of her. Lily tightened her fingers on the pulser’s trigger pad. As
the Ormney slipped back to in-sync he got the full force of the charge. His body jerked, and his bowels
released, sending a foul odor wafting from him. Somehow he managed to maintain some muscle control. He
struck her hard, throwing her against the alley wall. The impact robbed Lily of her senses. Her knees
crumpled. She landed hard on the pavement. The certainty that she would die if she didn’t get a second
charge off formed in her thoughts as everything around her dimmed.

She wasn’t dying. Not today. Lily tapped every scrap of strength left in her body and thrust the pulser out in
front of her. He slammed into her. Her arm buckled.

Too close.

He was too close.

His smothering weight forced the pulser too close to her own body.

No way to avoid getting transfer from the pulse.

No choice.

She gripped the weapon tight and braced for the jolt as she squeezed the trigger pad.

Lightning flashed through her, setting fire to her nerve endings. The world outside her body ceased to exist. A
moment later it snapped back in place with a flash of agony.

She blinked hard, trying to focus. Where was he? She could no longer feel the weight of him crushing her
down. She struggled to sit up, dull pain lashing her senses. The hum in her ears made her want to shake her
head. She knew from experience that would be a bad move. When her vision cleared, the Ormney lay in front
of her in an unmoving heap.

The welcome shrill of sirens ringing down the alley drove Lily to her feet to wait for Metro. She kept her
breath shallow determined to push away the ache in her ribs.

She couldn’t push away the consequences of her actions so easily. Lily looked down at the body.

Dead.
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No longer a threat.

She studied the faint pattern of light and dark bands decorating the Ormney’s face and decided he was fully
mature, middle aged even.

Six months ago she hadn’t known those patterns were unique to each individual Ormney or that the bands
faded with maturity. Six months ago she hadn’t known how to counter their ability to slip. Six months ago
she hadn’t known the agony of those claws dig into the soft flesh beneath her ribs, carving out a path to her
vital organs.

Kiq had taught her well. This time she knew. And this time she hadn’t hesitated to go for the kill.

* * *

The rush. He gloried in it. The sweet, addictive pleasure. So…unexpected.

He studied the alley below, admiring his handy work. This kill had been necessarily hands-off. A means to an
end.

He’d been prepared to accept the lesser gratification of a well-executed plan. She had been meant to serve a
purpose. With her family connections to the police and her personal history with one of the animals, she’d
been meant only to be a witness. Someone to help the idiot Metro cops see his brilliance—the service he was
doing for the community. They needed to wake up and see what was happening behind closed doors.

He rolled his shoulders to shake off the anger. How could they be so oblivious?

In the alley below she moved, tried to straighten, then stilled. He could see pain etched on her face. A weighty
pleasure settled in his chest as he remembered the thud of her slim body hitting the wall. The sound
reminded him of the day he’d been strong enough to throw a rat against the wall with enough force to smash
its filthy head. But the Ormney animal’s blow hadn’t broken her. No, she’d surprised him. Not the
uninteresting girl he remembered. Not merely the damaged woman he’d expected.

No. She was exquisite.

Strong. Fierce. Pale and blonde with haunted green eyes, subtly pretty. He pressed a hand to the cool glass,
wanting to touch her creamy skin.

No, he didn’t mind sharing the kill with her. She’d brought down the big ugly animal with nothing but a
pulser. She’d done it where he’d been able to see every glorious detail. With the others, he’d had to let his kill
go off to meet its inescapable fate alone. But she’d brought the animal down, right there, in plain sight.

He envied her the freedom to kill out in the open. But his way was more of a challenge. She’d never be able to
match his cleverness. Last time, the cops hadn’t been able to understand his kills, let alone trace them back
to him.

She might not be as clever as him, but she was smarter than the cops. She’d figure out exactly what he
wanted her to know and no more.

She was perfect in every respect. Perfect because he’d made her what she was. And he deserved perfection.

He deserved her.

Chapter Two

Facing off with her cousin across a dead body was not exactly the best way for Lily to reconnect with the
O’Leary side of her family. Even before Metro had set up the bright mobile lights in the narrow alley, she’d
had no trouble seeing the distance in Sean’s familiar green eyes. When he’d assigned Officer Newman to
question her, she hadn’t expected he’d let her return to the alley. She’d been wrong.

Now, she stood out of the way and watched Sean work the scene. She’d heard he was a good cop, a good
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detective, but she’d never seen him on the job before. She soaked up the sight of her kin. He looked so much
like her memories of her dad that it hurt to look at him. It hurt, but she craved the sweet pain.

Lily smiled grimly. Sean would make Captain soon. He took in everything and his body language broadcast
calm discipline as he instructed the patrol officers and evidence technicians. Experience and responsibility
sat easily on his shoulders.

One of the med units had already transported the female victim. Lily had heard them come and go, grateful
to be in the alley. She didn’t want to see the victim. To remember herself torn and bleeding.

“Lily?” Sean’s voice jerked her back to the present. Eyebrows raised, he waited for the answer to a question
she hadn’t heard. That he expected her to answer was a welcome bridge across the expanse between them.

The Deepwater duty officer had already been on her com-link, ordering her to avoid the local authorities and
get clear of the scene as quickly as possible. But this time she couldn’t avoid them. Metro employed way too
many members of her family. Might as well get the questions over with and on the record.

Sean stepped closer and leaned in, subtly blocking her from the view of the officers and techs. “You sure you
don’t need the medics?”

She probably did. The pain in her lower back throbbed and she’d had enough concussions to know what her
dizziness and nausea meant, but she could get medical aid on her own when this business was done and
there weren’t a dozen cop eyes watching. “You have no idea how sick I am of being poked and prodded,” she
said.

“I heard you were in some kind of training accident.” His back to the others, he let his concern show on his
face, but he kept his tone light and casual. “That’s what the military says when the incident is black ops.”

Lily clenched one fist behind her back and straightened her posture. “I’m not military,” she reassured. “It
really was a training accident.” Fatigue and pain ate at her, but she kept her breathing shallow and even,
avoiding the sharper stab of what might well be broken ribs. Despite her injuroes, she hadn’t reached her
body’s limits. She could and would push through.

Sean hesitated then slipped back into his cop face. “I hadn’t heard you were in town. Are you on the job
here?”

Her family knew she worked for Deepwater, but they had no idea she’d been in the Special Tactics Unit. If
she’d been on assignment with CTU she’d have been a ghost. No way would she have used her ID on a public
com-link.

Lily shook her head. “I haven’t been cleared for duty. I was on the way to an evaluation appointment when I
heard the scream.”

Eyebrows a shade darker than his cropped blond hair drew together. “Your appointment was in The Mixer?”

The disapproval dripping from his question was of the protective relative type and it hit Lily with a double-
edged punch. She didn’t like the idea that she might have done something to put more distance between
them, but it was nice to know she wasn’t already off the map.

“No.” Lily kept her answer brief by rote. “The appointment was downtown at the regional office.”

Sean let her statement hang in the space between them, letting silence ask for more than she wanted to give.
He was good, but she knew all the interrogation techniques and how to resist them. Still, she wasn’t on the
job here. This was Sean.

Family.

And she was tired.

“I was on my way to the Clinton Street rail station.” Lily took a moment to breathe and brace for his reaction.
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“I have an apartment a few blocks down.”

“Shit, Lily. An apartment? How long…?” He fired the questions at her like bullets then stopped, putting up a
hand. “No, wait. Don’t answer that. I want plausible deniability when Mom finds out you’ve been living in
town without coming to see her.” Sean shook his head and met her gaze directly. “Damn, Lily, you sure know
how to pick a neighborhood.”

Lily shrugged. She had no intention of trying to explain her reasons for being back in the city or what had
drawn her to The Mixer—a neighborhood plagued by street gangs, home to the good folks too poor to move
up or out, and the one neighborhood where Earthers and Ormney mixed on a daily basis.

Sean hesitated. “We thought you were staying up in DC with your mom.”

Lily shook her head, then fought down the resulting wave of nausea. She tried to keep her tone light. “She
hasn’t forgiven me for my career choices, Brian has roommates, and no way would I stay with Rose and
Bradley.”

“Yeah, Bradley’s been in town a lot lately, I thought maybe he was here...”

“Avoiding me?”

Sean nodded. By any rights, when her longtime boyfriend dumped her, he should have been given the cold
shoulder by the whole O’Leary clan. But Bradley Rubiero had married her twin sister and that made him part
of the family. What choice did any of them have?

Lily didn’t need to go there. She didn’t want a distraction from what she’d done badly enough to pull out that
old pain. Besides, the dead man lying in the alley couldn’t be ignored for long. She brushed past Sean and the
techs to stand closer to the corpse.

Sean followed. Signaling the others to clear the area, he stood by her side. “Do you want to add anything to
the statement you gave Officer Newman?”

Lily squatted next to the body, thinking. “Yeah. There was something off about his behavior.”

“You mean other than him ripping up an unarmed woman?” There was no humor in the question.

“Yeah.” She remembered the Ormney’s eyes. They’d been wild. Like Kiq’s had been that day. Wild, then empty
and dead. But she couldn’t tell Sean about that. “He ran when he should’ve fought. Fought when he should’ve
run.” She met Sean’s intent stare. “Have them check him for chemical influence.”

“Street drugs don’t work on stringers the way they do on us.” He used the street slur for the Ormney without
any apparent malice. Maybe he didn’t realize the disrespect of using it while crouched over the corpse.

“No,” Lily agreed. “Not street drugs.”

“Then what?”

Lily weighed the backlash she’d weather for what she needed to tell him. It didn’t measure up to the dead
man at her feet. “There are things that mess them up. I’ll get you a list.”

* * *

Jolaj stopped in the shadows just inside the alley and watched the two Earthers crouched over Lanyak’s body.
He’d met Detective Sean O’Leary several times and judged the man to be honorable and fair, but trapped by
the strictures of a system that was seldom fair to the Ormney people. The woman did not wear Metro ID, but
she seemed at ease with the detective. Their knees brushed against each other as they talked and leaned into
one another like allies.

Her slim legs were encased in denim but her hips were hidden by an ill-fitting black leather coat that hung
low to the curve of her bottom. It did nothing, however, to hide the swell of her breasts. Her wrists and neck
were almost delicate in their thinness—cream skin wrapped over bone and sinew. Her hair lay in silken sheets
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against her head, ending in a knot at her neck. Her frowning lips were wide and full. Her eyes, a piercing
green, shone with sharp intelligence.

As they pushed to stand and stepped around his dead friend, he noticed the stiffness of her movements.
Barely discernable, but clear in the careful way she breathed, the rigidity of her posture, the subtle hesitation
before each move. His hunter’s instincts screamed she was either weak prey or injured pack to be
protected—instincts better suited to survival on a primitive planet. It was what his people had expected when
they’d left behind their dying world in search of a new home. They’d planned and worked, sacrificed and
engineered themselves to give their descendants the best chance of coming into being.

Now any chance for Lanyak’s descendants was lost. They would never be born. Never exist. The ache of the
loss touched a familiar cord and roused a grief that had become thick and layered like an earthy strata of
rock and silt.

Lanyak lay dead in an alley, and Jolaj had to find a way to keep the others who’d made the same choice from
coming to the same fate.

Advertisement

Advertisement
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Dear George, Love Margaret

Short Story by Amanda C. Davis

My Dearest George:

Only an hour ago I watched your train pull away from the station, and already I
am compelled to send my words of love. How will I tolerate these long years
without you? Already I miss your voice, your comforting presence. I will bear up.
But, my love, I will count the days.

The automaton you bought me has made itself at home, it seems, and taken the liberty of commanding the
household. It considers the maid inadequate and the cook barely tolerable. George, how can a machine judge
such a thing as cooking? Lord knows what happens to the samples it ingests.

Forgive me—I know you think I am too often crude. Consider me distraught at your absence, and think kindly
on my flaws.

The automaton is insisting that I help close up your room so that it may be easily prepared upon your return.
This I can do gladly, although working so near to a bronze monster will try my nerves. (Do not think ill of my
repulsion! I know you only meant well.) For the sake of my love for you, I will control my emotions. Let him be
bronze. I will be steel.

Forever yours,
And terribly lonely,
I remain
Your wife,
Margaret

#

My Dearest George:

Your letter filled my heart with joy—and not a little fear. To think of the dangers you face rattles me. When you
described the red Indians I was forced to put down your letter and request the automaton to read it aloud for
me. My only hope is that you return to me in two years. (Twenty-two months! I cling to the calendar!) I cannot
bear the thought that you might be prevented.

The bronze man has invented a calculation regarding your chances of survival. When I told him, quite
forcefully, that I did not appreciate his efforts, he grew still, in the manner of a chastened child. I am under
no illusions regarding his emotive capability (I deny them utterly) and yet he performs an unsettling
simulation.

Enough talk of metal monsters! I shall speak instead of fleshly ones. Your parents are thriving, and lavishing
their favor upon your brother—the good one, who did not marry a schoolteacher’s “vulgar” daughter and did
not head West for the promise of a better life—forgive me, the thought of them sets me to boiling. I stand
strong with you, my love. We stand together, though many miles apart.

May we stand beside one another soon.

Your devoted
Margaret

#

My Dear George:

I will not tell you the bronze man’s calculation of your survival odds. Such unseemly efforts benefit no one.
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Besides, I have no wish to encourage his ghastly mathematical hobbies.

The creature will not leave my side except by direct order—and oftimes, not even then. I fear his cognitive
machinery may be calibrated for a more fawning servant than I care for. I wish to have him tuned to my
preference; will you please advise me of a tinkerer who might perform a careful alteration? I promise I shall
find the means in our household budget.

Your brother came calling, delivered his fill of insults toward my person, and left again carrying, I suspect,
your grandfather’s cufflinks. I make no formal accusations but I have not seen them since. How your father
could prefer him to kind, reliable George is a vexing mystery!

These four months have been torment, George, but you would be proud at how I fill my days. I find comfort
in the garden and in the church. I have founded and developed friendships amongst other women of our
class. This city is not so cold as I thought it once.

I am proud of you, also, for the hardships you bear for our sakes.

Your flower,
Margaret

#

My Dear George:

When next you embark on a hunting excursion, I beg you to keep the details to yourself. Your description of
the buffalo-killing (and everything done to its poor corpse!) quite turned my stomach.

As you see no value in proper care of my bronze man, I have rolled up my sleeves and taken the steps that I
must. Many of my friends’ husbands have some interest in automation; they were good enough to loan me
several relevant books. After many long hours of study—and more than one grave mistake!—I have
successfully altered the bronze man’s persona. He is more independent, less critical. And to my great relief,
he no longer samples the cooking. George, you might have warned me of his waste disposal methods. I would
have learned eventually.

The summer grows long. The months pass without news of you. Please, my husband—remember me.

Loving and trusting,
Margaret

#

My Dearest George:

I beg you to forgive me for the impertinent tone of my previous letters. I fear the strain of your absence leads
me to forget my place. If it is your wish, I will make no further adjustments to the bronze man, and I truly and
humbly welcome any details of your adventures. You are risking so much for our sake, I can do no less.

I am pleased to hear of your successes out West. I pray daily for your safety. Every day brings us closer again.

Your brother has been by again, and this time I observed him pluck a figurine from the mantle and put it into
his pocket! When I made it clear that I had seen, he claimed that it was his and he had been "meaning to
reclaim it." I did not prevent him, but I write this so that you may confirm or more probably refute his story. If
the figure is in fact yours, I shall call on your brother and snatch it again from his mantelpiece. It is the ivory
figure of a shepherd inlaid with gold. Please do reply, I am anxious to confront him.

Be safe, my darling.

Your contrite
and ever loving
Margaret
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#

GEORGE STOP TERRIBLE ACCUSATIONS REGARDING FINANCES STOP PLEASE WIRE EXPLANATION STOP I DO
NOT KNOW WHAT TO MAKE OF IT STOP POSTSCRIPT I LOVE YOU STOP MARGARET STOP

#

GEORGE PLEASE WRITE TO ME STOP VERY WORRIED STOP MARGARET STOP

#

George:

While I am still very anxious to hear what you have to say for yourself, I have ferreted out the truth and
must—as a dutiful wife and a once trusting woman—confront you with it.

After you accused your brother of theft, I of course visited him at once. I took the bronze man—in case of
trouble. I admit this was against your wishes. In light of what I learned, I do not regret it.

The figurine was not upon his mantle, as I had hoped, so I, very sweetly, inquired as to where he had it. He
looked stunned. When I told him that I knew it was yours, and that he had boldly stolen it, he threw back his
head and let out a hard laugh, the likes of which I had never heard from him.

He began to describe in wretched detail a slanderous story: a story about you, George. How you had sunk
into debts by gambling and vices even more vile. How you had settled for a wife with a small dowry so that
you might pay down enough to allow you to escape West, where your creditors might not reach you. How
your brother had been slowly paying off your debts with things stolen from your own home—from our
home!—so that I might remain unmolested and the family name untarnished. How you had little inclination
to return to us.

I could not believe any of this, and said as much. I (and the bronze man) left in a fury. We went immediately
to the telegraph office to wire you for an explanation, which you, of course, passed off with a blithe reply that
I should not worry. I should not worry! Either our finances are ruinous or our family a den of treachery! This
could not go unexamined, and I did not allow it to.

George, I have met with your creditors. I know all. Whether by my own charms or by the very significant
presence of the bronze man, I have obtained detailed accounts of your debt. You will be pleased to know that
a schoolteacher’s daughter is well equipped to do sums. You will be less pleased to find that she can read,
and can therefore discover where your wayward finances have gone.

By the time you receive this I will have begun selling your personal effects in order to pay your monstrous
debt. I trust you will have little need of them until you return East, if indeed you do, and I will rely upon your
brother to spare any family heirlooms from the pawnshop. No wonder your parents thought so ill of me, and
so well of him! We are colored by your shadow.

If you have any wish to regain my affections or explain yourself, I encourage you to act with all haste.

Margaret

#

Dear George:

Forgive me for being indelicate. I find your declarations of love, unaccompanied as they are by admission of
guilt or sincere regret, unconvincing.

As for your inquiry regarding our estate, you might as well be apprised of the mess you have left behind. To
repay your debts and maintain a reputable house is a trying puzzle. Your finest clothes and articles are not
worth so much as I had hoped. I maintain the staff—I must! For the sake of the future and the
neighborhood—and am successfully paying down your interest, but little of the principle. If you ever cared for
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me, George, send money, that we might not lose all. Even the distasteful set of illustrations secreted in your
mattress did not bring in enough.

I have again adjusted the bronze man (who I have taken to calling “Samson” for his girth) to better serve his
position as the man of the house; in this new situation I require him to be defender and protector, as well as
servant. You cannot fault me for wishing to protect my person. Nor can you fault me the desire to save money
by performing the adjustment myself!

I am considering a plan to offer my services to make ends meet. Were you by my side, we might discuss this
as lovers and helpmeets; as you prefer the lonely West, I must decide on my own.

The season grows cold here. I can only assume it is the worse where you are. I wish you well.

Your wife,
Margaret

#

GEORGE STOP I AM APPALLED AT YOUR INSINUATION STOP I AM NOT SO IMMORAL AS YOU THINK ME STOP
LET US WASTE NO MORE WORDS ON THIS THEY ARE TOO DEAR STOP MARGARET STOP

#

Dear George:

If I suspected you were suffering for your indiscretions, I would tell you that you may now rest easy: the last
of your creditors has been paid. Your debt is gone.

Shocked as I am at the lengths you thought me willing to go, I admit proudly that I earned the difference
myself—not through the scandalous means you suspected, but by nimbleness of a different sort altogether. In
allowing Samson to accompany me on social calls, I was able to advertise my own talent for making
alterations to his brand of automaton—a popular one, you will recall. My friends placed a few orders, and
were happy to pass on my name to others with the highest recommendations. Now half the bronze men in
the city have a sweeter temperament. And you and I are free.

Your brother has spoken to your parents on my behalf. They graciously hosted me last weekend. I hope to
return their generosity soon. From them I heard stories of the gentleman you were before being overtaken by
your vices. I wonder: though the new George went West, could the old George return?

In the meantime, I have made one additional alteration to Samson. I intend it to help me bear the cold winter
nights. So far, he performs admirably. The neighborhood ladies have been intrigued and I expect a few more
discreet orders in the near future. So should your grand Western dreams fail, dear George, know that I shall
be financially secure. And until you return to me, George, I shall not be lonely. I have my bronze man.

These sixteen months shall not last so long. I pray that they pass as pleasantly for you as they are sure to do
for me.

Dutifully, lovingly, I send you all my best.

Still yours,
Margaret
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Flower, creative design services. The website is http://scorchedflower.co.uk/ and you can also follow
Scorched Flower on Twitter.

This issue's Opinion piece is from Donna S Frelick. Donna was an RWA® Golden Heart® Double Finalist in
2012 in the Paranormal category for the first two novels in her SFR Interstellar Rescue series. She currently
lives in Virginia with her husband and two talkative cats. Find her at http://donnasfrelick.com; blogging at
Spacefreighters Lounge; and on Facebook. Or at the movies!

The short story “Dear George, Love Margaret” was written by Amanda C Davis. Amanda has an engineering
degree and a fondness for baking, gardening, and low-budget horror films. Her work has appeared in Crossed
Genres, InterGalactic Medicine Show, and others. She tweets enthusiastically as @davisac1. You can find out
more about her and read more of her work at http://www.amandacdavis.com.

http://www.iansales.com/
https://twitter.com/ian_sales
http://spacefreighters.blogspot.com/
http://www.facebook.com/DonnaSFrelickAuthor
http://www.amandacdavis.com
https://twitter.com/davisac1?lang=en
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Advertise with us!

Here at Sci-Fi Romance Quarterly, our mission is to empower and entertain with sci-fi romance stories and
original artwork. To accomplish this goal, we rely on the sustenance of your advertising contributions.
Advertising with Sci-Fi Romance Quarterly is a smart way to grow your readership because our readers are
passionate about SFR.

If you’d like to support this magazine and also reach a highly motivated audience of power readers, then
please consider advertising with us.

Deadlines for Issue 7:

Quarter-page ads – 15-June 2015

Two-chapter excerpts – 01-June 2015

Quarter-page ads
For a quarter-page ad in SFRQ, we require an image that is:

250px by 300px

Full colour

Minimum 140dpi

One URL (for click-through)

The ad will appear on the website and in the EPUB, Mobi, PDF and Flipbook formats of the magazine.

Price: $16 if you supply the magazine-ready ad / $26 if we create the ad for you.

Questions? Email Promotions ~at~ SciFiRomanceQuarterly ~dot~ org

Two-chapter excerpts
*Please read this section carefully and do NOT send any funds unless specifically requested by us. Any funds
prematurely sent to us will NOT be refunded (they will be regarded as donations!), so make sure you
understand what’s in this section first.*

In order to satisfy readers’ curiosity about SFR releases, Sci-Fi Romance Quarterly is currently soliciting
excerpts for a new section we call “SFR Excerpts.”

Excerpts will appear on the website and in the EPUB, Mobi, PDF and Flipbook formats of the magazine.

“SFR Excerpts” submission guidelines

> Only excerpts from current releases will be considered (i.e., last quarter, this quarter, and the following
quarter)

> The excerpt must be suitable for readers ages 13 and up. Excerpts with sex scenes will be
automatically rejected

> Create a new document. On the first page, include the book’s title, your name, release date, publisher,
available formats, price, click-through URL and your contact email address

> Place the first two chapters of your book after the title page
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> Save your document in DOC/DOCX/ODT format

> Send the document to Promotions ~at~ SciFiRomanceQuarterly dot org, with “EXCERPT – [book title]
– [author name]” in the Subject line

> The Editorial Team will evaluate your submission. Any excerpt with sub-par cover art, formatting
errors, copious typos and/or grammar mistakes will be declined.

> All rejections are final. Rejected excerpts are ineligible for future consideration

> Authors will be notified if their excerpt has been rejected/approved

If your excerpt is chosen and you wish to have it included in the magazine:

> Cost is $30 per excerpt. An author may advertise up to two (2) approved excerpts in a given calendar
year.

> Bonus discount: If you purchase a quarter-page ad for the same issue where the excerpt is running,
the price will be $41 for excerpt plus a DIY ad, or $51 if we create the ad for you. (Regular price $46 /
$56)

Disclosure

As you may know, Heather Massey, Diane Dooley and KS Augustin (i.e. the Editorial Team) are SFR authors
themselves. With this in mind, and to preclude any perceived conflict of interest, the Editorial Team will be
restricted from using this opportunity for a full year of issues; that is, from Issues 5 to 8, inclusive.

Questions? Email Promotions ~at~ SciFiRomanceQuarterly ~dot~ org.

We are constantly thinking of opportunities we can offer to help promote SFR, so watch this space! And
thank you for your support!

For short story and artwork submissions, please refer to our website at www.SciFiRomanceQuarterly.org

Issue 7 will be out on 30 June 2015

http://www.SciFiRomanceQuarterly.org



